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EDITORIAL
We deplore the lack of support .given by correspondents
in the present number. If the desire is .there to produce a
regimental journal, we must have our regular contributors:
our main aim is to give regimental news and articles of
general interest written by members of the regiment, and
for the last few months there has been a steady falling off
of text matter. There must be some responsible persons
who can be relied upon to forward regularly the news
of the month, and items for publication would be given every
consideration and encouragement for insertion in the journal.
Jot down anything of interest and send it along.' If any
necessary polish is needed for press preparation, you can
rely on the cooperation of, our editorial department. We
want the basic news from y,ou.
Our Battalions are spread around the world, as is only
natural in these days of war. but we ask those in the regi
ment who can give us news of relatives and friends serving
abroad to forward any items and photographs for publication.
Band news should be plenteous, seeing that they are
kept very busy with dances and entertainments at the request
of outside public bodies and charity organizations, and
we would appreciate a
regular
monthly column from
that quarter. In the present issue we give prominence
to a clever stanza by R. Darley. who plays the bassoon in
the band, and we look forward to more contributions from
his witty pen. The Band beat "Retreat" in Barracks on Sunday.
August 16th. and an account is given on another page.
In "The Years Between" series we reproduce a fullpage
photograph of Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants at the

Presentation of Colours by H.R.H. The Duke of Kent at Shorn
cliffe, in 1938. and many serving men today can be picked out.
We had a recent visit from Brigadier W. P. pliver and
Colonel R. J. WoulfeFlanagan. It was nice to rene ' personal
acquaintance with these officers, and hear news of c hers with
whom we were out of touch, and we hope others on leave
or in the. neighbourhood will give us a lookup.

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges
contemporaries:—

with

thanks

the i following,

The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette.
St. George's Gazette.
The Green Howards Gazette.
The Dragon.
The Kent Messenger.
.«
British Legion Journal.
The Tank.
The Royal Army Service Corps.
The Sapper.
The Snapper.
The Globe and Laurel.

j
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Reading from left to right: Captain Nurra Curias, Bersaglieri. Captain Hudson. Lieut.Colonel Howe,
Lieut. Stringer, Captain Doreau, Chasseurs Alpine, and Brigadier W. P. Oliver.
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THE ROLL OL HONOUR
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF KENT.
Wc iegret to announce the death of our
ColonelinChief, H.R.H. The Duke of Kent,
K.G., K.T., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O., who was
killed in an air crash on the way to Iceland.

Social and Personal
Captain R. H. R. Alderman, who was attached to The
Regiment in India some years ago, is reported killed in an
Indian Office casualty list of 78 Indian Army Officers.
Captain R. H. R. Alderman won the M.C. four years ago
for bravery en the NorthWest Frontier an'd was called a
"reallife Bengal Lcncer."
BIRTHS.
ROOKE.—On July 24th. 1942, at the Middlesex Hospital, to
Ann (nee Wheatley), wife of Captain David Rooke, M.C.,
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment — a
daughter.
KEN YON.—On July 27th, 1942, at Pendean, Midhurst. Sussex,
to Sheila (nee Chuter), wife of Major T. Kenyon, The
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment (overseas) —
a son (Graham Thomas).
HAZELTON.—On June 30th, 1942. at Salisbury, S. Rhodesia,
to Joan, wife of Major B. E. Hazelton, M.C., The Queen's
Own Royal West Kent Regiment, attached The Gold Coast
Regiment — a son.
MARRIAGE.
LAVINGTON—YOUNG.—On July 21st, 1942. at St. Mark's
Church, Purley, Lieut. Richard Hugh Lavington, M.B.E..
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, son of
Mr. H. H. Lavington, C.C., and Mrs. Lavington. of Purley,
to Margaurita Patricia, youngest daughter of Mr.. James
Edward Young, of St. Margaret's, Twickenham.
*
*
*
*
BIRTHS.
DAWSON.—Wife of Pte. Dawson, of a daughter (Irene Anne),
born at Fairlawn Park, S.E.2S, on 29.7.1942.
MATHEWS.—Wife of Pte. A. Mathews, of a daughter, born
at Marden, Kent, on 4.8.1942.
MARRIAGES.
SULLIVAN—BAYNE.—Pte. D. Sullivan, married to Florence
Clara Bayne, at St. Peter's Church. Woolwich, 18.7.1942.
REYNOLDS—WEBB.—Pte. L. Reynolds married to Gwendoline
Cissie Webb, at East Wickham, 26.7.1942.
SAUNDERS—BATTAM.—Pte. J. Saunders married to May
Louisa Gertrude Battam, at Southwark, 1.8.1942.
O'NION—GAPP.—Pte. O'Nion married to May Louisa Gapp,
at Maidstone, 14.7.1942.
BACON—FIELD.—Pte. D. Bacon married to Ellen Florence
Field, at Nottingham, 1.8.1942.

A wellknown local club steward told a good story against
himself the other evening.
It appears that while serving in The Queen's Own Royal
West Kent Regiment in the last war he was stationed at a big
camp at Crowborough. The O.C. was a real disciplinarian, and
one of the camp rules was that the soldier who turned up
smartest on parade for guard duty was put in charge — and
consequently had a "cushy" night, with* plenty of shuteye.
Our friend, determined to he the "apple" of the ' old man's
eye." spent practically all the afternoon applying spit and
polish. He looked spruce as he proudly eyed himself in the
small mirror in the hut.
When the time came for him to go on parade, there
could not have been a smarter soldier in the British Army —
not even in the Household Cavalry.
Alas, as he went forth with a jaunty stride he had not
reckoned for the greasy surface — it had been raining — and
his feet gave way under him.
His tunic was plastered with mud, and he had no time
to return to clean himself up.
He tried to explain at the parade, but all the sympathy
he got was the rejoinder that feet were made to walk upon —
and seven days' C.B.!

KILLED.
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment: Pte. E. H.
Millington.
The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment: Pte. R. S.
Armitage, L.Cpl. J. Byrne, Pte. B. D. Hook.
WOUNDED.
Men of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment
who have been wounded are named in a War Office casualty
list as follows: Cpl. A. E. Bidmead. Pte. R. G. Bowers, Sergt.
J. H. Ellis, Ptes. G. F. Parger, W. Schombric, D. I. Smith,
F. E. Wicks.
Pte. W. E. Beels, Pte. T. F. Goodere, Cpl. W. G. Ingram.

PRISONERS OE WAR FUND
Since our last contribution to the Queen's Own Gazette
wc have despatched another consignment of parcels, and are
now busy on the winter parcels, which will contain heavy
weight underwear, pullovers, scarves, gloves, helmets, and,
of course, as always, socks — in addition to the usual toilet
requisites. We have had several more acknowledgments from
our men, saying how pleased they are to receive these warm
comforts from the Fund.
Last Sunday the Band beat "Retreat" (an account of
which is on another page.—Editor), and, after numerous
requests — a collection was taken for the Prisoners of War
Funds of both Regiments. The very fine sum of £32 was
achieved. £16 of which was sent to the Queen's Royal Regi
ment Prisoners of War Fund, and the remainder to our own
Fund. We do need this extra financial help, as our responsi
bilities are growing every week. We would like to take this
opportunity of appealing to all our Battalions and subscribers
to organise dances, drives, etc., for the Prisoners of War Fund.
We would also like to put on record our renewed thanks
to Mrs. Cheale — our Chairman's wife — for the many large
parcels of woollies (all gifts) which she continually sends to
us: Mrs. Howe and her lady helpers, for the enormous amount
of woollen comforts they have kept us supplied with from
the commencement; Mrs. Keenlyside for the great number
of knitted squares she has from time to time sent us for
blankets (which blankets, incidentally, have been much ap
preciated by our men "over there"); to Mrs. Beale (mother
of one of our prisoners of war) for the many very useful
articles she has sent us for our "orphans" parcels; Mrs.
Palmer and Mrs. WingfieldStratford for their great help with
scarves and pullovers; and many other kind helpers, far too
numerous to mention in this paragraph — but to whom we
owe a great debt of gratitude, and. in fact, without whose
help we should not have been able to make up the good
parcels which have gone off" to the men.
R.L.
Receipts.
£ s. d.
£ s. d.
Balance as per last account
1855 10 8
Donations—
u
Mrs. Jessup
5
Mrs. L. Utting
1 0 0
Mrs. L. Hoare
1° 0
Mrs. Vandenberg
5 0
Mrs. E. M. Holden
1 0 0
Mrs. Beale
5 0
Mrs. White
1 0 0
Mrs. L. Sinden
10 0
4 15 0
Collections—
Rev. Brode
1 15 1
Dragoon." per Mr. Payne
. 1 5 6
"Beating of Retreat" (half share) ..16 0 0
19 0 7
Subscriptions from Battalions, etc
49 11 0
Personal Parcel Donation
1 9 6
£1930
Payments.
Goods for Personal Parcels
Postage, Stationery, Repairs, etc
Balance in hand

6

9

58 1 7
20 8 10
1851 15 4
£1930

6

9
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: News from
BATTALION,

It will be a great relief to many when the Gazette is
published quarterly. Whereas the reader looks forward eagerly
to the publication of each new issue, the average contributor
surveys with distaste the blank sheets before him which are
to be sullied with his feeble attempts at utterance.
Fortunately the dloak of anonymity will help to mask
his identity, but.a pseudonym or trick of style will betray it.
The past month has again been one of feverish activity;
all the pentup energy hitherto forcibly kept in check has
been unleashed, and we run wherever and whenever we can.
From early dawn until dewy eve, and often far into the
night, we do forced marches, blitz courses, and other healthy
exercises. None is spared, and many a cobwebby, inkstained
figure has. been hauled out, protesting, from some half
forgotten corner of a Company office to join batmen, who
declare with sleepy voices that reveille was called only' two
hours ago, and, anyway, they have some important purchases
to make in the town. As was prophesied in our last issue,
even the Doctor has been seen sweeping through the country
side at a pace ten times that of normal.
Before breakfast the probable course of our daily
existence is shrouded in doubt. On mornings when it is
pouring with rain, the Adjutant, exhausted from his toils
far into the night, fails to sense the state of the weather,
and orders shirt sleeve order; or. alternatively, the sun blazes
forth and the Orderly Sergeant, still busy counting up his
absentees, forgets to pass on the information that blouses
may now be cast aside.
Any tactical exercise now has to be conducted under the
autocratic battledrill exponents, who have proved to their
instructors, and certainly to us, that they are supermen.
We have again said farewell to many of our staunchest
members, including Major Herbert, our
last
remaining
foundation member, and there have been numerous internal
changes and appointments. A hearty welcome is extended to
our newcomers: 2ndLieuts. S. R. Hutton and J. H. Knowles,
who are not altogether strangers to some of us, and we are
glad to see Lieut. J. C. Robson again in our midst.
We also welcome R.S.M. Cowten, whose pace stick provides
further food for thought for those whose steps have recently
oecome a little weary.

BEATING OF RETREAT.
Sunday evening, August 16, was one of the few occasions
when the Barracks were open to the public, and they took
full advantage of the opportunity and mustered fully 4,000
to watch the impressive Beating of Retreat, given by the
band of 13 I.T.C. (The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regi
ment). The rain in the morning gave way to the sun, and
the early evening sunshine bathed the sombre buildings of
the Barracks and even gave a softness to the granitelike
square. Hie ladies put on their bright summer dresses and
were in direct contrast to the suitings of their escorts and
the drab khaki of the resident soldiers.
All eyes were cn .the glittering instruments of the band
and the brilliancy of the mace of the drummajor as the
hour of 7 o'clock came round, and under the clipped orders
of DrumMajor R. Mills and with military precision the cere
mony started. A hush came over the onlookers as a fanfare
was played, comprising of "Silver Trumpets" and "Victory
Fanfare," composed and arranged by Bandmaster McKenna,
A.R.C.M.. and marches and slow marches, to the tunes of
"El Abanico," ' the march from the opera Aida, "Royal Re
view," and "Retreats and Risings," were demonstrated by
the welltrained band. The DrumMajor made the most of
the opportunity, and his impressive figure
marching at the
head of the band proved how an able leader can get the best
from the instrumentalists. His rhythmical maceswinging, in
keeping with the martial strains, caused many a qualm to
the onlookers who had the fear of a wrong movement being

Battalions :

p
j:

made with the spinning mace and the whitegauntletted
hand, but their fears were dispelled by the cleancut artistry
demonstrated.
,
To give the musicians an ease from the marching with
out there being any flagging in the public interest, the band,
seated, under the conducting of Bandmaster McKenna, played
a programme consisting of "And the Glory of the Lord" (Handel's
Messiah), a Post Horn Gallop, when DrumMajor Mills showed
his versatility with a very fine posthorn solo, and was fully
applauded as an artist and showman, and selections from
Noel Coward's "Cavalcade;'.' and many old favourites were
played in a popular selection and were shyly sung and
whistled as the notes were taken up by the audience, but
without the verve and spiritedness of community singing.
Marches, slow marches, and again marches, to the stir
ring strains of "Voices of the Guns," "Scipio," and "National
Emblem," followed by "Braganza" and "Hundred Pipers," regi
mental marches, made the local onlookers forget all about time,
and regret was expressed when the display was brought to an
end with "Rule, Britannia," and "God Save the King."

SERGEANTINSTRUCTOR STEWART.
We welcome to the Barracks our new P.T. Sergeant,
SergeantInstructor Stewart.
With the football season approaching, it is interesting to
relate that SergeantInstructor Stewart played as a profes
sional in the Scottish League for eight seasons, assisting
Third Lanark for two years, and Clyde three years as an inside
forward; migrating to Dundee, he was played as right half
back for three seasons, and left there to take up a position
on the Army Physical Training Staff. Stationed near Aldershot,
it was only a little while before his reputation spread, and
he was soon playing for Aldershot Town, with permission of
Dundee, one of several Army players who assisted them
throughout the season, and who were instrumental in the
side putting up such consistently good performances.
In the Company games to be played during the coming
season, SergeantInstructor Stewart should he a power in
the already strong side of Headquarter Company, and they
should finish
the season among the leaders.

EDITOR'S NOTICES
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
12 Months. Single Copy
Officers and Other Subscribers
8/
8d.
 '
,.
By post
9/
9d.
Past and Present N.C.O.s and Men
4/
4d.
„
„
„
By
post
5/
5d.
Subscribers are requested to notify any change of address.
The "Queen's Own Gazette" will be published monthly
until the end of the present year, then quarterly for the
duration of the war.
Past and present members of the Regiment are invited to
submit articles, sketches and photographs tc:—
The Hon. Editor,
"The Queen's Own Gazette,"
The Barracks, Maidstone, Kent.
All letters, articles, etc., must be clearly written in ink or
typed, and should be signed. The signature is not necessarily
for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.
Contributions sliould reach the Hon Editor not later than
the 8th of each month to ensure publication in that month's
Gazette.
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BILL BROWN, CORPORAL TWEENIE . . . AND ME
or
nThe Old and Bold in the Home Guard.
"I hope my missus don't get to hear I did the cooking
up at Dursham. or else it'll be me for kitchen fatigue. I
can see." said "Holy" Barnes, when we were congratulating
him on his successful cooking efforts on weekend ops. over
a pint of "slush" in the canteen. "I get enough of blinking
ovens, anyway." he said, and I guess he does, for, except
Saturday nights, he's baking bread and what not for a
biggish firm
of bakers. Not that that prevents him from
doing telephone duty at the Drill Hall four afternoons a
week, as well as coming out on field
work whenever he can
manage it. And he don't waste his time on telephone duty,
either; that's when he writes his sermons, fingering
'em out
on the typewriter . . . and, believe me, knocking up some
worthwhile stuff. Most weeks he's got two to do. sometimes
three, when he's going to let us have it from the shoulder
at the Sunday evening service in the Canteen.
You'd like old "Holy", so lean and lantern jawed, hut
so straight and forthright, and so tolerant of us less tolerant
chaps. His English isn't exactly Oxford, but his religion is
deep and logic — you don't find
any sneering at "Holy" on
account of it from any of the chaps; when he talks, you
know that he's got the background of full knowledge to
work upon.
And can he quote his Bible? I'll say he can! We some
times egg him on to give us a quotation to fit the situation,
and I've never known him stumped yet.
Now I mentioned "Wezzie" last time — the Mudros
balloon bloke, and as handy a mechanic as you'd wish for.
Well, the tommyguns, L.A.Rs. and the other more mechanical
weapons had already been allocated when Wezzie joined us,
but we were short of bombers, so he got detailed for that
for the time being. And was he wild about it! "Same old
Army stunt,", he said, "round pegs in square holes, like a
bloke that came to our ship. He'd been a donkeyman on
Brighton sands, so they sent him to operate the donkey
engine for winding in the old balloons. Anyway, I can't
chuck a bomb any distance at my age, not like old Johnnie
here." Yes, Johnnie Atkins can chuck a .bomb, too. And so
he ought. Many's the time he's bowled all the afternoon
against some pretty good bats. Sutton, Mitcham, and the
Kennington Oval all know Johnnie well. Even "W.G.", the
, G.O.M. of cricket, used to get annoyed with him for putting
Hp stuff he couldn't tackle . . . and Johnnie was only in
his 'teens then.
But it was Wezzie I was talking about, wasn't it? He's
got an idea and. if I know Wezzie, it'll come to fruition.
It came out of our having to use so many chaps as runners,
and the time it took to get messages to H.Q., and "Flag
wagging's no use in this war", he said. "What we want is
some light wireless sets like the police have. You can bet
Jerry won't stand and wag flags if he comes. If I could get
hold of a few more bits and pieces, I could knock up enough
for our post and H.Q. at least". And if Wezzie doesn't
scrounge the said bits and pieces before long, I'll eat my hat.
It seems a long time since we soldiered with the Regi
ment de la
, although we ought to remember it well, if
only by the fact that it was one weekend when they were
with us. that we had this year's summer. I told you what
good chaps they are. in spite of their not liking our beer
— unless it has a noggin of Scotch or gin in it to give it a
kick; Major P
is their O.C., and he'd seen service as an
N.C.O. in Fiance in 1.915/17. Battle drill and camouflage are
his strong points. I'll bet his lads would take a lot of beating
at either — they're mostly countrybred and have got that
little streak of daredevilment which goes with their Latin
ancestry. Apart perhaps from Old Tweenie, who knows every
blade of grass in our vicinity, they can tell most of us
more about our bit of country than we know ourselves —
which makes some of us feel somewhat abashed, I might
mention.
Their instructional talks were unfortunately rather a
flop,
because, although their knowledge of these subjects
was great, their knowledge of English was small — and
they would spend much time apologising for this unfortunate
failing.
But they have a rare sense, of humour. One day when
we were "doing the Grand National" — attacking a post
through the edge of a wood, live ammo, and bombs and all

— we were chatting to the Major and his officers during
the dinnerhour break. Our own officers and senior N.C.Os.
had up to then been sitting on their spines encouraging us
and criticising the efforts of us "old crocks" over a course
that might well have been designed for a Commando train
ing centre, so I suggested to the Major that the said officers
and N.C.Os. couldn't teach us how to do it. or criticise,
unless they did it themselves — and anyway, in my old
regiment they would have done it first.
The Major took
the bait like a baby bird takes a worm, his eyes twinkled
and his face lit up. "Oh! eet ees a good idea, yes. We will
take the first
after lunch — while they have plenty food
inside and leetle breath, yes".
And so it came about. We troops and our colleagues of
"Le Regiment" lined the banks of the elongated pit (an
old brickfield) in which the objective was — for all the world
like Caesar and the Romans awaiting the arrival of the
Christians into the arena — only much more vociferous!
When each attacking party came into view, we let rip such
whoops and yells and criticisms and encouragements —
and not a few personal remarks — as could be heard way
back in the town some two miles away. And there was
Major P
in the centre of the pit directing operations,
with his face so wreathed in smiles as that of any tom cat
on the tiles, and I told you what a hot day it was, didn't I?
Actually, they did it damn well, and put plenty of "gip"
into it — a few couldn't quite keep up in the final
charge,
but on the whole they showed up fine
— and when the
powwow took place at the end of the day, our C.O. thanked
Major f
for having given the Officers and N.C.Os. the
opportunity.
"That's one up for old Dixie" (that's ME), said Corporal
Tweenie. "We'll keep 'em up to it now. You know, 'In future
Officers and N.C.Os. will make themselves thoroughly ac
quainted with all weapons, operations, etc., before ordering
their men to carry out an exercise'."
Yes, a pretty good day's work, and only two casualties
— one sprained ankle and one hand burn from an antitank
bottle.
Now, before I say toodleoo, just a line or two about
our Company Sergeantmajor — Newman by name, butcher
by. trade, hot stuff by Jove ! Well, you've only got to glance
at his cleancut features and figure
to .know that when
we're on parade we're going to he on parade. The first
evening I reported, it gave me quite a thrill to hear his
crisp orders and to see the smart result. In fact, like Kipling's
rejoined rookie. I felt my old heartstrings flutter
when
Newman rapped out "Markers . . . steady!"
He not only knocks our intakes into shape, but he
gives the A.T.C. and the R.A. Cadets their barracksquare
stuff, and. believe me or believe me not, I've seldom seen
anything smarter on the square than that little crowd of
lads under the C.S.M. He's so nice with it, too; just the
right attitude to get the best out of them. I'll wager he
well earned that M.M. he wears.
That's about enough for today. Maybe there'll be a
chance to tell you a bit about Lanky Llngham or Bill
Brown's infallible system of procuring pheasants, or the
defence of Potter's Post. Anyway, we'll see.

EYES RIGHT

ON THIS
NOTICE.

If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone : Maidstone 3020
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Old Comrades' Correspondence

A

SOLDIER'S MEETING PLAGE
By PRIVATE C. P. NASH.

LONDON BRANCH.
A meeting was held at the Green Man, Putney Heath, on
Sunday. 26th July.
A letter was read from Colonel H. D.
BuchananDunlop, C.M.G.. D.S.O., Chairman of the Associa
tion. wishing success to the Branch in its efforts to carry on
in its new quarters, and the members thanked the Colonel for
his encouragement.
We were glad to welcome a new member, Mr. C. W. Lewis
(No. 8699). Mr. Lewis spent most of his service witli the 2nd
Battalion before and during the 191418 war. He was a mem
ber of the Battalion boxing team which won the King's Cup
at the Delhi Durbar in 1912, when he boxed as a feather
weight. Mr. Lewis is now in the Home Guard. I wonder what
has happened to the other members of that fine team? Pei
haps some readers cculd givo us news of them.

CORPORAL GRAINGER WED.

Corporal Grainger, "E" Company, The Queen's Own Royal
West Kent Regiment, was married on August 8th, at St.
Michael's Church. Maidstone, to Miss Marjorie Parker, of the
A.T.S.
Brian Grainger is a wellknown member of the — I.T.C.
sports section, and has distinguished himself on the football
field with some grand displays at centrehalf back, and in
the cricket eleven has proved himself by some sound innings
at No. 3 and good fielding.
He is also a good tabletennis
player.
Cpl. Grainger is proceeding on an O.C.T.U. course during
this month.
Miss Parker is employed at the Barracks as secretary to
Captain Severae, the Medical Officer, and we wish the newly
married couple ail success and happiness in their new venture.

Situated alongside the Barracks, "Jean's Snack Bat" In
the passerby is just another of the many cafes which abound
in the neighbourhood. But just push the dcor. and at any
time from early morning till 10 p.m., ycu will find
the place
filled
with soldiers an'd A.T.S., who find
refuge and good
food at very moderate prices. Few of the patrons recognise
the small premises by its title, but the familiar "Ma's Tea
shop" is known to all troops in the vicinity, and is referred
to in all parts of the country and on all fronts where fighting
is in progress and where her customers have been transferred.
Mrs. Sharman started this teashcp
in 1939 as a war effort, and alone
she carries on her good work of
serving meals—snacks mostly—to an
everincreasing khakiclad trade, in
the confined space cf this one
roomed shop, with vc:y little con
venience fcr providing the tasty hot
suppers which are to be had all the
year round, and are in great re
quest.
Hew she manages to keep
up the rotation cf hot sausages. pies,
potatoes and beans from the small
cooking stove is a source of wonder
to any person who spares a thought
fcr this side of the work: and when
the difficulties of
rationing are
taken into consideration it. says
something for her powers of organiz
ation to be able to continue the job.
All tea is, freshly ma'de, and is
poured from a small colcuied pot
MRS. SHARMAN.
with a capacity of about three cups,
and the seemingly magical quality
of always being ready for the next
customer. The shop fitments
would not grace the modern tea
shops, and the odd assortment of chairs have become well
worn and rickety through the rough usage of soldiery of all
types; no colourscheme is in the crockery, and the miscel
laneous assortment of thick cups, saucers and plates has stocd
up to the service, but has become chipped an'd cracked as a
consequence. The clientele care nothing for this, however, be
cause the food is gocd, and they rise from the tables satisfied,
and very little is asked of them in payment.
If money is
short at the end of the week "Ma" does not worry about this,
an'd she knows that the bill will be paid as soon as possible:
no one imposes on her good nature, and all come back.
Dressed in her flowered
overall, "Ma's" benign counten
ance beams'over all the customers, and a word or two is given
to all individually as they eat and drink an'd scan the current
newspapers and periodicals which litter the tabletops.
All
appreciate her kin'dliness, and rough voices soften when they
refer to her. No bad language is ever heard in the shop, and
it is just one mark of respect lor "Ma." Haidened wrong
doers who have seen the inside of Aldershot "Glassh&use" and
Fort Darland, although not amenable to Army discipline, gain
their sense of proportion when in her company, and they
listen to her simple solecisms while enjoying her hospitality.
When familiar faces disappear, owing to the regular trans
ferment of troops, and new recruits take their place, all are
treated alike and are referred to as her boys: it,'does not take
long for the newcomer to realize he is one cl them. Her joy is
paramount when news is heard of any of the old customers
from someone who drifts back into the neighbourhood and
automatically calls in on "Ma" for a cup of tea and to talk of
old times, and she recalls something of interest about the
absent ones, which says something for her memory when so
many have passed through her hands.
With such a motherly personality presiding over such a
large male family who have been deprived of their home life
temporarily, it is only natural that family affairs have been
discussed, and many confidences have been given her.
Her
advice has been given and acted upon, and she has been instru
mental in the righting of estrangements in several soldier's
homes.

'Kent

Messenger" photo.

It is quite understandable to me. with only a short
acquaintance of her good work, that a popular N.C.O. described
her as the mostloved woman in the town.
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BADGES

OF RANK

By CEFN.
In writing this article I think it will prove interesting to
Officers and N.C.Os. to get information of how and when badges
of rank were introduced and have changed throughout the
years.
Thanks are due to J. O. Robson, Esq., of Packway,
Westerham, for his notes from which this article was based.
OFFICERS.
In 1661 a badge of rank which was in fashion to about
the end of. Charles II.'s reign was the epaulette. Formed of"
bGws of ribbon, it was worn on tthe right shoulder; wings
took the place of the epaulette for "a time in the higher ranks,
and the 'cloth wing had laced tags or ribbons hanging from it.
1684 saw the introduction of the gorget (or corslet) for the
distinction of officers.. Captains of Foot regiments wore gold
coloured ones and Lieutenants black, stu'dded with gold, with
Ensigns (bannerbearers) wearing silver.
Aiguillettes of lace on the right shoulder were worn in
1727; and epaulettes of embroidery or lace with gold or silver
fringes were substituted in 1768. Distinguishing the officers
of Grenadier Companies from Battalion officers the former
wore one on each shoulder as against the right shoulder only
of the latter. Officers of Light companies were instructed to
wear an epaulette op each shoulder as for Grenadier Com
panies in.the year 1771.
Twenty years later, in 1791, Field Officers wore a bullion
epaulette on each shoulder, while Flank Company Officers wore
a grenade or bugle horn on the epaulette. In 1797 wings were
adopted for epaulettes for officers of Flank Companies, while
in 1800 two" bullion epaulettes (shorter than those of Field
Officers) were worn by Adjutants.
..
In 1809 Brevet Field Officers wore two epaulettes, with
badges on the straps: Oolonels, crown and . star; Lieut.
Oclpnels, crpwn, Majors, star.. Adjutants wore an epaulette
on the right shoulder .with laced strap on the left. Captains
of Flank Companies with brevet rank wore wings in addition
to epaulettes. Flel'd Officers and Captains wore gold bullion
fringe, while subalterns wore gold fringe. Silver ornaments
of rank were worn on gold epaulettes, and viceversa. Bullion
epaulettes for subalterns was the order in 1813, while for Sur
geons, Assistant Surgeons and Paymasters epaulettes similar
to those worn by Captains were introduced. Epaulettes were
abolished for air regimental staff excepting Adjutant in 1817.
Battalion Companies had gold lace strap epaulettes 2£ins.
wide with one broad and two narrow headings r.ound edges,
in 1822, with an embroidered crescent and two rows of bright
bullion; while Flank Companies had a rounded strap with
three rows of chain and embroidered beading round the e'dges;
solid crescent, and two rows of bright bullion; bugle or grenade
on strap as well as Field Officers' distinctions.
In addition
to wings, these epaulettes were worm by Brevet Field Officers.
Wings: Gold chain straps with double row of chains and em
broidered beading round edges; solid plate, with two rows of
l^ins. long bright bullion, arid grenade or bugle horn in centre
of plate.
In 1826 the depth of epaulette fringe was controlled —
Colonel and Lieut.Oolonel, 3iins.; Majors, 3ins.; and Company
Officers, 2£ins.; and a new pattern wing for Flank Company
Officers was brought in in 1829, with Brevet Field Officers in
structed not to wear epaulettes. Two years later Regimental
Staff Officers were required to wear epaulettes of their corres
ponding rank.
The year 1855 saw a revolution in style, for epaulettes and
wings were abolished.and badges of rank were worn on the collar
of tunic:—Colonel, crown and star; . Lieut.Colonel, crown;
Major, star; with lace on the top and bottom of collar. Captain,
crown an'd star; Lieutenant, crown; Ensign, star.
In 1868, lace of rank was worn on pointed cuffs, besides
badges of rank on collar. Subalterns; One bar of lace, traced
above with Russia braid, finishing
with an Austrian knot;
underneath a row cf braid finishing
with crow's foot and eye.
Captains: Excepting for two rows of lace the style of setting
was the same. Major; Same as Captain, but tracing braid above
lace formed round eyes. Colonel and Lieut.Colonel: Round
eyes of braid above and below lace. Field Officers: Eyes below
lace on collar.
BaJdges were moved from collar to shoulderstrap in 1880.
Colonel, crown and two stars; Lieut.Colonel, crown and star;
Major, crown; Captain, two stars; Lieutenant, one star; 2nd
Lieutenant, no badge.

The year 1902 saw the creation of bridges as we know them
today. Field Officers as the previous paragraph, with the
abolition of special lace; and the substitution of three stars
for "Captains; two stars for Lieutenants, and one star for 2rid
Lieutenants.
OTHER RANKS.
Sergeants*and Corporals were distinguished by silver lace of
different widths on the seams of coats in 1661, while Corporals
wore a shoulderknot of white worsted about 1729. In 1768
Sergeants and Corporals had silk epaulettes on the right
shoulder. The abolition of epaulettes and shoulderknots was
the order for N.C.Os. in 1802, and chevrons of lace worn equi
distant between the elbow and shoulder of right arm were
introduced in 1802—SergeantlMajors and Quartermaster
Sergeants,4 bars; Sergeants, 3 bars; Corporals, 2 bars.
1813
saw the institution of the rank of ColourSergeant, with. 3
chevrons worn on the left arm, while on the right arm. above
the chevron' cf rank the regimental colour supported by ty/o
crossed swords was shown. Sergeants in battalion companies,
wore white epaulettes in 1836, and thirty years later, 1865,'
Staff  sergeants, Sergeant  Majors, Quartermaster  Sergeants,
Sergeant Instructors Mhsketry and DrumMajors were in
structed to wear 4 bars surmounted by crown (Sergeant
Major); crossed muskets (SergeantInstructor Musketry); and
drum (DrumMajor). , BandmasterSergeants wore shoulder
knots instead of chevrons; PaymasterSergeants and Orderly
Room Clerks (with rank of ColourSergeants), 3 bars of gold
lace; and 2nd Class StaffSergeants, 3 bars of white worsted
lace. ColourSergeants, 1 bar surmounted by Union flag and
crossed
swords;
CompanySergeants
(including: Lanfte
Sergeants), 3 bars of white worsted lace; Corporals, 2 bars;
LanceOorporals, 1 bar. In 1868 gold chevrons were worn by
Sergeants and Regimental StaffSergeants (ranking as Colour
Sergeants) with a crown over 3 bars. The next year, 1869,
saw SergeantMajors and QuartermasterSergeants wearing
chevrons below the elbow; and ColourSergeants sported
crossed colours and crown.
In 1881 SergeantMajors worea crown instead of chevrons;
DrumI&ajors, instead of a crown wore a gold thread drum
with a coloured band, with 4 bar chevrons pointing upward to
be worn below elbow, and fewer than 4 bars to be Worn above
elbow with points downward; and ColourSergeants, 3 bars
with crown and colour badge.

ROYAL STAR HOTEL
KING'S HALL BALLROOM
MAIDSTONE

EACH WEEK-DAY
(Thursday excepted)
7 p.m to 10.30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

DANCING
In the Magnificent Fully Licensed {Ballroom.
TICKETS :
Monday, Tuesday, 2/-, Forces 1J6.
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 2j6, Forces 2/Right of Admission Reserved.
O

RESTAURANT.
GRILL ROOM.
SNACK BAR.
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SPRING OPERATIONS IN RUSSIA
The Spring campaign in Russia has not so far taken the
course that was generally expected. It was the common be
lief that the German Army, realising that the time was
rapidly passing when it could count upon any superiority
in numbers and weapons over the steadily growing power
of Russia, would seize its last opportunity, and deliver a
great offensive as soon as the conditions of ground and
weather permitted, so as to fcrce an eleventh hour decirion
in the East. It was also generally agreed that the most
likely area for such an offensive was in the south, but there
were divided views as to its probable objective and purpose.
Some saw the Caucasus as Hitler's most likely goal; if he
succeeded in penetrating thus far, he would be able to de
prive Russia of the great oil resources there, amounting to
75 per cent of her total production, and possibly replenish
to some extent his own stocks, which must now be getting
somewhat low. Moreover from there he might hope to strike
out further eastward still towards the oilfields of Iraq and
Iran, and so cut off the Allied supplies to Russia by the
Persian Gulf route. These were distant objectives and am
bitious designs, but many thought them not too much so
for the mighty forces at Hitler's disposal. Others, considering
the enemy's aim likely to be less farreaching, expected an
attempt to drive towards the middle Don, with the idea of
seizing the line of the lower Volga from Stalingrad to Astra
khan on the shores of the Caspian Sea. If this line could be
reached and held, the left wing of the Russian Army would
be'cut off and its supplies of oil from the Caucasus blocked.
For the 1942 campaign the enemy could dispose of some
170 German infantry divisions, some of which were motor
ised, 50. Allied infantry divisions (Italian, Finnish, Ruman
ian, Hungarian and Slovak, with very small Spanish and
French contingents) and 24 German Panzer divisions. These
formations might total perhaps 4,000,000 in all, with tanks,
guns and aircraft in large numbers. Nothing is accurately
known, of the strength of the Russian forces available to
oppose them, but in numbers, armament and equipment, it
may be confidently said that they should be at least equal,
and probably superior.
The first
largescale move in the Spring campaign, how
ever, was, to the general surprise, made not by the Germans,
but by the Russians. While the German preparations for an
offensive on the southern front were still going on, though
approaching completion,
Marshal Timoshenko's group of
armies commenced an advance in the Kharkov area. Two
thrusts were delivered, one to the northeast of the city from
the direction of Volchansk, the other to the southeast, near
Izyum. The purpose was not to capture the city of Kharkov
itself, which was too heavily fortified to be rushed, but to
disrupt the enemy's plans and arrangements for his own
offensive, and this was most effectively done; the Germans,
owing to the paucity and insecurity of their communications
to the front, had been compelled to send up and collect in
their forward areas large quantities of weapons, munitions,
and stores, leaving the fighting
troops to follow at a later
stage. The sudden Russian onslaught overran many of these
forward dumps and made large captures of material, without
which the enemy could not venture to attemot any 'arge
scale move. In addition, the ground that the Russians gained
was of considerable tactical importance, and before Field
Marshal Von Bock, the commander of the southern group
of German armies, could launch his great Spring drive, whether
towards the Caucasus or the Don, he would have to retake
it. The Russian offensive, was broken off as soon as the re
sistance of the enemy, hurrying forward some of the troops
he had been holding back for his own attack later, grew too
stiff to be overcome without disproportionate loss. By then
Marshal Timoshenko had fully achieved his limited purpose
of seriously disorganising the hostile Spring plans.
Meanwhile, further to the south, Von Bock was engaged
in two preliminary operations. The first,
the elimination of
the small Russian bridgehead on the western shore of the
Kerch straits, at the eastern tip of the Crimea, was suc
cessfully carried out in a few days, though it cost the Ger
mans more trouble and loss than they had expected. A far
more serious and difficult undertaking was the storming of
the great fortress of Sebastopol. This, the base of the Russian
Black Sea Fleet, had been,closely invested since before the
Christmas of 1941 and had already repulsed two brief but
vigorous assaults. Now, before an imposing concentration of
10 German and 5 Rumanian divisions and a heavy air con
tingent under General Von Manstein, its capture was not
expected to be a lengthy business. But the garrison's resist
ance was so stubborn and desperate, and every inch of the
ground had to be so hotly fought for, that it took the enemy
a full month of incessant attack before the whole of the city

was at last in German hands. In this eight months' seige
the Germans suffered 300,000 casualties, and the unexpect
edly long duration of the final
operations lost them valuable
time that they could ill afford.
While the siege was still in progress Von Ere'.: initiate':!
a limited operation further north, aimed at recovering the
ground lost in the Russian attack of the early Spring. It was
an essential preliminary to the projected, major offensive,
which was to bring about the great decision, for him to
clear his left flank
by eliminating the salient stretching
down southwest from Kharkov, for if this still remained in
hostile hands, the corridor through which he would have to
drive his main attack would be too narrow for safety. A thrust
was therefore aimed northwards at Izyum, at the narrow neck
of this salient; it made some progress at first,
but was then
checked with considerable josses to the assailants. This was
followed by a series of smaller drives at various points of
the salient; some slight gains of ground were secured, and
captures of prisoners and material were made, which the
German propaganda service hastened to swell :nto obviouslv
exaggerated totals in default of anything more gratifying to
talk about. By the middle of June all these operations on
the mainland of Russia had come to an end, with very little
change in the general situation, while the seige of Sebast
opol still pinned down large hostile forces which were ur
gently required elsewhere.
It was apparently about this time that the German High
Command definitely decided that the drive to the Caucasus
was beyond its powers, and determined on the offensive to
wards the Don as the next best possible plan. By the last
week in June, the anniversary of Hitler's attack on the Soviet
a year ago, largescale operations flared
up all along the
front of 100 miles from south of Khai'kov to east of Kursk.
In .the initial stages, as was to be expected, the heavy Ger
man attacks made some progress. In the south the Russians
had to evacuate this Kharkov salient and retire across the
Donetz to the line of its tributary the Oakol. Further notii
the Germans aimed for the great MoscowRostov railway, an
important lateral line of communications, in the region cf
Voronezh, and their first
impetus carried them a good way
towards it. Then their advance soon began to slow down,
only to be resumed with increased speed and momentum
later. The Germans bought their progress with heavy losses
in men, tanks, guns, and aircraft.
At this stage, the end of the first
year of the Eastern
war, it seems best to break off the story of the operations,
which are still continuing as these lines are written. The
Germans had been unable, even at that late stage in the
campaigning season of 1942, to do more than carry out oper
ations preliminary to a decisive blow, and that their by no
means excessive resources of fighting
power had already been
seriously depleted
in the process.
It was already doubtful
before the campaign began whether these resources would
suffice to obtain a real decision in the East in Germany's
favour; no doubt she still hopes to attain such a decision, but
her chances are at the best dubious. And if she cannot obtain it
now, she will certainly never be again in a pcs't.on to do so.
As a sort of grimly comic epilogue to the story of this
greatest campaign in the World's history, the German High
Command at the end of June issues a total of their casual
ties suffered in the first
year of the Russian war. Only fig
ures of killed and missing wero given, and these were put
at under 350,000 men. Comment is superfluous; it need only
be said that the real total casualties (killed, wounded, mis
sing and prisoners) must at the most conservative estimate
reach at least 3,000,000, and that a full third of these will
certainly, for one reason or another, never fight
again.
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A BIT OF LIFE
BY PRIVATE C. F. NASH.

I had been standing by the trafficlights fcr a few minutes
the other evening, watching the constant stream of people who
had been disgorged by the cinemas and buses, when a cheerful
voice broke into my mood of meditation. v "Can you put us on
to a pub round here where there's a bit of life?" I looked
round and saw two sailors standing alongside me, young fellows
of about twentyfive, whose fresh complexions tol'd the story of
much exposure.
"Bit of life," I answered, "well, there are
quite a few pubs in the vicinity, but I'm afraid I'm not much
of an authority on them, and as to their capability of provid
ing a bit of life—and I suppose you mean girls, a piano—well,
quite a lot depends on the seeker in being successful in finding
it, and the chief thing is money, and I don't suppose ycu have
much of that to throw away, being in the Service. But how
ever little you have, it seems to me there are many of the
ladies about who will help you spend it—and quickly, too!"
And I waved a hand around at the unaccompanied women and
girls who were idling by. "You'll find
it much more satisfac
tory if you wcnt to the dance over there"—and I pointed to
a building close by where dances were held every Friday even
ing at a moderate entry fee—"and patronised one of the pubs
close by when you needed a drink." "But that's where we're
in a bit of a fix, pal." returned one of the sailors. "You see,
my pal doesn't  dance, and although I could get plenty of
amusement, he'd find
it rather flat not being able to dance."
And the one who did not indulge in the terpsicliorean pastime
shifted uncomfortably on his feet as though the matter had
been discussed recently. "Even so, I think you would find
it
more to your satisfaction—and cheaper, too—for there's a very
good band, and you'd get more .comfort than in the average
pub," V said, as the sailors moved oil" to settle their destiny of
wliiling away the evening.
With my pipe pulling easily, I wandered away in the
direction of the river and took the tewpath for my evening
stroll. It }vas nice to get away from all the noise and bustle
and the smell of petrol fumes, and the river looked very in
viting as the shadows of the trees lengthened with the setting
sun.
I pondered ever the subject of "a bit of life" as I
wended my way over the grassy paths. It seemed curious to
me that people relied so much on others to provide the means
of spending an evening or evenings, while I could get mind
relaxation and pleasure from such simplicities.
Such a lot
depended on temperament and outlook towards life, and mine
has always inclined tovVards the thoughtful and more serious
side of life. And I was so much older than the sailors who
needed my help as guide; my responsibilities were greater,
having left my wife and four daughters at home to carry on
for me on my exploitation into the Army. My civil life in
terests were so many — my job, the upkeep cf my house In
Kent, with the consequent interior and exterior decoration;
the tending of my long garden and my holding of twenty
rods, where all necessary vegetables were grown for summer
use and winter store; my chickens. Oh, yes, it was good to
get close up to Nature, to cultivate and watch the develop
ment of your efforts and gain the reward in the resulting
crops. But it was always necessary to my makeup to get into
the woods and fields
near my heme, sometimes with my wife
as companion, when the duties of the home did not prove a tie
to her, or on other occasions when we went as a family.
When I went alone, however, I did not experience loneliness;
to the lover of the fields
and woods there is'something of in
terest all around you.
As I rested against a stile and filled
my pipe I watched
a boat being pulled downstream by a youngster who was
making quite a good show of it. The river was very broad at
this point, and its contour reminded me of .the familiar stretch
of the Thames where quite a lot cf my earlier days were spent,
an'd my thoughts went back to the time when I was employed
on a premier morning newspaper. We had a very successful
rowing section as part of a keen sports club, an'd our quarters
vere in a renowned boathouse at Barnes Bridge.
Twice
weekly wc Would go out in chockfours or lightfours, as we
graduated, or on special occasions when we got competent
and could be trusted in an "eight," and life was good after a
hard row and a bath or a swim in the river; and I can still
taste the very strong tea which was made for us' ley one of
the old watermen there and was always ready when we had
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changed. I wondered hew this lone youngster would have
developed ha'd he had the opportunities which were mine at
that time.
I continued my walk along the towpath in the direction
of my quarters, passing very occasionally couples who were
engrossed in themselves and making the most of the lovely
evening. The notes of nesting birds, the shrill cries in the
distance of homewardbound children and the lapping of
water under a punt, or the swish of an oar of an overdue skiff
were the only sounds which broke the stillness. Nearing the
mere frequented part of'the riverside adjoining the bridge a
soldier Risked me for a match, with the remark, "There's not
much life down here, is there?" it would have been futile for
me to have tried to convince him that there was a side to
life which he knew very little about, and was all around him
in the surrounding countryside, the stillness cf the river, the
songs of the birds in the adjoining woods. I passed on after a
noncommittal remark, and concluded that it was due to
earlier environment and very few interests in life that so many
found time drag.
I entered a very popular restcentre in the middle of the
town to enjoy a snack before getting back to barracks, and
wondered if a thought was ever given to the men and women
helpers who' devoted their spare time in providing comfort
and a home atmosphere; where, besides nicely served meals,
such things as darning and mending are done j'ust fcr the
handingover of the garments; while freshlycut flowers
are
always cn the tables. This is a side of "life" which so few
appreciate and lock 011 in a casual manner.

+
THE LAY OF THE LOST MINSTRELS.
In the City of Maidenstone, in the valley of Med, t'' ere
dwelt a goodly band of minstrels; and it was the fifth
year
of the King's reign. These minstrels played on various
instruments, as the sackbut, trumpet, lute, clarion, lute and
cymbals. And none could gainsay them. These instruments
were cunningly wrought in gold and precious metals, and
were purchased for many pieces of silver from the House
of "Bee and Aitch," which being interpreted means "Thou
drunken birds of prey," and the House was in the great
city. These minstrels were clad in robes of the finest
Q.M.
khaki, some being trimmed with snowwhite lace, and some
adorned with pieces of silk, and the silk was of divers hues.
Chief in beauty of apparel. was the Major Domo, second
in rank only to the Chief Musician (may his shadow never
grow less except at the noonday hour). The Major Domo's
robes were beautiful to behold, in all the countryside there
was none more richly clad; about his loins he girded a white
girdle, and his breast was cast about with bright sashes,
and as he led the band through the market place the
merchants nudged one another and said, ungrammatically:
"That's him." Neater but less gaudy was the Chief Musician
(may Allah remove the white hairs from his beard, placed
therein by keyblind adolescents!). And men called him Son
of Kenna, and he waxed exceedingly.
Now it came to pass that there grew murmurings in this
Brotherhood, and the elders held meetings and said: "Woe
is us, and "We are undone," and they did lament both by
day ahd by night. And it was reported that divers musicians
had laboured even unto the twelfth hour. So they murmured
among themselves and said: "When we were in the land of
Hind, we were happy; verily is this a camp of labour;" and
they said: "Whataboutit?" which being interpreted means:
"May we have a holiday this afternoon, oh master?" And the
Chief Musician (may his third clarions in the hereafter be
the sons of Lazarus!), looked scornfully on the expectant
musicians, and cried in a loud voice: "Oh, ye sons of ease,
can ye not toil awhile, yet must ye ask for rest?"
Yet was his heart softened, and he repented from his
anger and sent them their several ways.
R. DARLEY.
POSTSCRIPT.
And it came to pass that, before noon, he who was known
as the Chief Musician waxed wroth, and commanded that
the musicians who were known in the land as Trumpets
Second should toil exceedingly after the noonday hour.
And there were loud lamentations from the Captain
thereof, even he who was known as Taylor, and his hand
servants, Donald and Hoyle: so that they sat by the waters
of Med and wept, what time theii; minstrel comrades dallied
with the dancing girls of the city.
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THE JAPANESE DEFEAT AT MIDWAY ISLAND
It is now clear from the fuller reports that have come
in since the first
announcement of the naval action near
Midway Island in the first
week in June that the Japanese
there suffered serious defeat and heavy losses in ships and
aircraft. The following is a brief narrative of the actual
events of the battle:—
After his first defeat in the Coral Sea early in May the
enemy was known to have withdrawn a good propprtion ol
his naval strength from the southwest Pacific, presumably
to refit and regroup for a new offensive in some other area.
The probabilities pointed to the North Pacific, and United
States naval and air forces had to be prepared to meet host
ile attack anywhere in that vast area. The Aleutian Islands.
Alaska, Hawaii, the West Coast of America and the Panama
Canal Zone — all were possible objectives, and it is not yet
known which of them was actually aimed at by the Japan
ese High Command. But the blow was not long awaited, fol
iate on June 3rd. United States naval air patrols made con
tact with a powerful fleet, comprising battleships, aircraft
carricrs, cruisers and escort vessels guarding a large num
ber of transports and cargo ships, steaming east about 700
miles west of Midway, a small United States island lying
1,200 miles northwest of Hawaii.
A force of "Flying Fortresses" from Midway was at once
sent out to attack this enemy fleet,
and they were followed
after nightfall by a squadron of Catalina flyingboats,
which
delivered a moonlight torpedo attack. So far as could be seen
hits were scored on a cruiser and three large transports or
supDlv ships, of which one was believed to have been sunk
and one was badly set on fire.
At dawn on June 4th, other
American air squadrons, including Army and Navy bombers,
divebombers, and torpedocarrying planes, renewed the at
tack. Japanese fighters
came up in swarms from the aircraft
carriers, "and A.A. fire from the ships of the Fleet was heavy
and accurate, and the attackers' losses were considerable;
of one squadron of four torpedo bombers only two. and oi
another of six naval torpedo planes only one returned, and the
casualties of the sixteen naval dive bombers totalled eight.
But the results were considerable too; three hits were scored
cn the Japanese aircraftcarrier "Suryu" and one on another
carrier, and other ships were hit as well. Later in the day
a hit was registered on a battleship, which was so heavily
damaged as to be in danger of sinking, and three more
bombs found their targets on hostile aircraftcarriers. Of the
eighty ships in the enemy Fleet ten had been damaged in
these first"
24 hours of the battle. Meanwhile a heavy raid
by Japanese carrierborne machines on Midway Island itsell
had proved a costly failure; considerable damage was done,
but American fighters,
without loss to themselves, and the
ground defences, shot down forty of the assailants. The bat
tle had opened badly for the enemy, and late that evening
he was in full retreat to the north west. He was quickly
located, thanks to the courage and selfsacrifice of a flight
ol
American torpedo planes, which left its escort of fighters
be
hind to prosecute the search, and on getting in touch with
the fugitives at once went in to the attack. There was only
one survivor to tell the tale of that flight, but it was quick
ly followed by others, which, though their casualties too were
painfully high, wreaked even greater damage on the enemy
in return. While the Japanese fighters
and A.A. guns were
distracted by the repeated attacks of torpedo plarnp. dive
bombers were able to deal almost undisturbed with the hostile
ships. The three aircraft  carriers, "Suryu." "Kaga" and
"Akagi" were selected for specially heavy attention, and ali
were at length set on fire, as was one of the two battleships
hit, while a destroyer was sunk as well. The enemy countered
by a fierce
attack on the small American aircraftcarrier
"Yorktown"; of the thirty six aircraft that formed the first
wave, fourteen, all bombers, were shot down, but thr.ee hits
were registered by the survivors; of fifteen
torpedo planes
that followed as a second wave, all were destroyed, but some
of their torpedoes got home, and the "Yorktown," though
still kept afloat, developed so bad a list that her aircraft had
to be diverted to other carriers. Meanwhile the enemy air
craftcarrier "Hiryu," the home of the attackers, had been
heavily attacked and repeatedly hit, she caught fire and sank
early on the morning of June 5th. Hits were also scored on
two battleships and a heavy cruiser which was escorting her.
The damaged carrier "Suryu." while in tow was also finally
disposed of by a submarine which put three torpedoes into
her and set her on fire;
she was abandoned and blew up
during the night. The final
attack of the day by Army bomb
ers was also highly successful; the carrier "Akagi" was hit
three times, and other Victims were a heavy cruiser, a de

»

stroyer and a large transport or supply ship. That night both
the surviving enemy carriers, the "Akagi" and the "Kaga."
followed their two sister ships to the bottom of the sea. The
Japanese fleet,
severely hammered and much disorganised,
was not in full flight."
But it was still within reach of the
long arm of hostile aircraft, and in repeated attacks on
June 5tlv four more cruisers, some of them already damaged,
were hit by bombs from the various squadrons, mostly of
"Flying Fortresses," that were sent out in pursuit.
Early on June 6th, the last day of the battle, machines
from American carriers located two bodies of enemy cruisers
and destroyers in retreat southwest of Midway. A devastating
series of attacks on these followed from midmorning till
late afternoon, in the course of which the heavy cruisers
"Mogaini" and "Mikuma," and a destroyer were sent to the
bottom, and several other ships badly damaged. On this day
the American fleet suffered its only ship loss of the battle, the
destroyer "Hammann" being torpedoed and sunk by an enemy
submarine. Aircraft losses had. of course, been heavy, but of
the United States personnel only just over 3C0 were reported
killed or missing. 
Compared with these, the Japanese losses were devas
tating. All four aircraft carriers, the "K?.ga," "Akagi," "Suryu"
and "Hiryu":
two
heavy cruisers, the "Mikuma" and
"Mogami"; three destroyers, and at least three transport or
supply ships were sunk. Three battleships, three heavy crui
sers. one light cruiser, and several destroyers, transports, and
auxiliaries were damaged, some severely. Nearly 300 aircraft
were either shot down or lost because their floating
homes
had been sunk before they could return. Personnel casual
ties were estimated at some 5.000 killed or drowned.
A noteworthy point about this "naval" battle is of
course that, properly speaking, it was not a naval battle at
all. The ships on both "sides apparently never saw each other
and never fired
a gun at each other. The result was decided
by air forces before the sea forces could get into action, and
of the shins only the aircraftcarriers played any effective
part. Although American carriers and their aircraft did
srcod service in the middle stage, it was the American shore
based machines that bore the brunt of the battle and really
defeated the Japanese, who, once they had lost their carriers
were little better than helpless targets under incessant at
tack. It was once more proved that nowadays fleets
can only
enter the area of action of powerful shorebased air forces
at the gravest peril to themselves, which even numerous air
craftcarriers will not necessarily avail to avert. Once these
carriers are lost or damaged, as under persistent attack they
probably will be, all their airci'aft and crews will be lost too,
and the main fleet,
left unprotected, is then bound to suffer
heavily before it can effect its inevitable retreat.
The strategic effect of the Midway Island battle, com
bined with that of the Coral Sea action a month previously
—which was also fought and won by Allied air forces only—
cannot yet be assessed accurately. But it is clear that these
two defeats must have gravely weakened the Japanese fleet,
which has lost more than half its large contingent of aircraft
carriers and had a number of other heavy ships either sunk
or put out of action for some time to come. It may not yet
have swung the balance of sea power in the Pacific definitely
over from the Japanese to the Allied side, but it is safe
to say that the hostile naval forces there are not at present,
and may never be again, strong enough for any serious offen
sive action, though, combined with shorebased aircraft, they
should still remain powerful for defence against Allied counter
blows.
f
THE SEAT OF WAR.
The Editor cf a Regimental Journal attended Church
Parade for tile first
time for many years. He listened to the
service for a while and then rushed to the Editorial Office.
"What are you blokes doing," he yelled. "How about the
news from the Seat of War?"
"What news?" the staff asked.
"Why. all about the Egyptian Army being drowned in the
Red Sea."
A good speech is a good beginning and a gcod en'ding, kept
very close together.
A Sapper (Cockney) arrived in Egypt and went sight see
ing. When he saw the pyramids, he said "Gcr blimey, they
have some big road blocks here."
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N.A.A.F.I. IN THE MIDDLE EAST
By H.H.

"A fortnight ago I heard Quentin Reynolds, ace American
broadcaster, ad'dressing his radio message to Adolf Hitler,
'alias Schicklegruber.'
I hear it in an isolated camp in the
desert with a group cf soldiers on A.A. defence."
So begins a letter from a soldier in the Western Desert. He
goes on:—
"How 'did I hear it? In this lonely camp, with its guns
pointing menacingly to the sky. there were no luxuries, no
contacts with the outside world.
.They were on fighting
rations, these tough guardians of Egypt, and .there were no
'extras.' Yet I heard Quentin Reynolds speak to Schicklegruber
and, as I listened, smoked my first English cigarette for several
days.
"That fairygodmother of the desert, a N.A.A.F.I, mobile
canteen, had arrived. Its ra'dio gave us our first
news from
the outside world for some time. Its wellstocked cupboards
provided cigarettes and precious matches, biscuits and tinned
fruit—in fact, almost everything the trcops required except a
single ticket to Blighty!"
Between thirty and forty of these mobiles have been ser
vicing desert troops for some time. They have taken news
papers to desert outposts. Radios, in the sides of the vans, have
broadcast to troops sheltering beneath the vans' special
awnings, drinking cooling drinks straight from the vans'
refrigerators.
Yet these mobiles are but an incidental service in the im
mense range of comforts organised from N.A.A.F.I.'s Middle
East H.Q. at Cairo.. Food, drink, sport, entertainment, good
reading and homelike comforts for men staticne'd over the
whole of the Middle East area flow from this H.Q., via its fac
tories and warehouses, to N.A.A.F.I. institutes and shops.
From its bakeries and mineralwater factories, cakes and
cordials emerge unceasingly in liberal quantities. Imports cf
good wholesome beer arrive regularly from Canada and Aus
tralia.
This Middle East service is a landmark in the history of
canteens in the British Army. All the danger has been re
moved from tropical thirst.
The fleecing
cf troops by local
profiteers, and risks of tainted and infected foods — which
menaced Middle East Forces in ether times—are things of the
past, and, as a result, the improvement in troops' health an'd
morale is Incalculable.
N.A.A.F.I.'s Middle East H.Q. is a hive of industry.
A
stream of people pass through its corridors. Its staff num
bers over 100: it disposes over 2.000 men serving with
R.A.S.C./E.F.I. (Expeditionary Force Institutes), and thou
sands more native Egyptians and Europeans.
It commands
such widely scattered depots as those at Haifa, Beiruth. Jeru
salem, Baghdad, Damascus, Berbe.ra', Addis Ababa, Aden and
others.
In a visit to the H.Q. warehouses, stores and producing
centres, you will see thousands of bottles of minerals and
soda water freshly manufactured being bottled and sealed,
and a little farther on, case upon case of good beer, canned
goods from all the Dominions, writing paper, wines from
Palestine—everything, in fact, which prompted one observer
in the Middle East to describe N.A.A.F.I. as "the heart and
stomach of the British Army."
With its back to the storehouses is the services shop, like
an English village store, selling almcst everything ycu find in
a department store.
Here you will see those attractive brown
glass beermugs with which N.A.A.F.I. has solved the tumbler
shortage.
Actually they are cut down beer bottles.
These
bottles cannot be shipped back to the faroff beerexporters, so
they are cut down, the edges smoothed off, and become
tumblers and mugs—another problem solved!
But N.A.A.F.I. caters not merely for the physical man.
There is N.A.A.F.I.E.N.S.A., spending something over .£1,000
weekly on Middle East entertainments
In the most isolated areas of operation, N.A.A.F.I. ensures
that supplies of canteen goods are available to units in the
loneliest places. Thus many outposts have canteens, even
though the number of men is small and distances and trans
port problems great.
® Roadhouses and pullups for lorry drivers on desert roads
are another muchwelcomed feature <of N.A.A.F.I.'s Middle East
service.
'
*
One can imagine the psychological effect on the home
sick Englishman of that N.A.A.F.I. shop like an English store—

one of the several N.A.A.F.I. shops in the Middle East stocking
most things from popular antidotes to sports goods; or the
effect of those institutes built to resemble English pubs!
Recently a lady living in Johannesburg wrote to N.A.A.F.I.
Headquarters in England saying that she had received a
letter from her nephew in the Middle East telling her of the
wonderful work N.A.A.F.I. was doing there. The young South
African soldier had written, "all the trcops are 100 per cent,
for it."
This spontaneous tribute, only one of many received to
day. reveals the high esteem in which the men of Expedi
tionary Force Institutes are now held. These bear no relation
ship to the oldtime "canteen wallahs"; they are trained
soldiers serving in an essential unit, with a formidable casualty
list which proves, better than anything else could prove, the
risks they are prepared to run in maintaining this vital
service.
A story reached England recently of how N.A.A.F.I. men
had transferred canteen goods from ship to receiving depots
on the Libyan coast while under fire from enemy artillery and
Stukas. As the N.A.A.F.I. men brought .the goods ashore and
leaded them on to waiting vehicles, Stukas divebombed every
fifteen minutes and longrange guns sent over more than thirty
shells. All the goods were brought ashore to schedule,
although the men of Expeditionary Force Institutes had le
peatedly stopped to fire
on the Stukas with automatic guns
and rifles.
Incidents such as these, together with the service main
tained by N.A.A.F.I. in Tobruk throughout the siege, and the
opening cf a canteen service at Benghazi simultaneously with
the capture of that, port, not to mention N.A.A.F.I.'s com
mendable work on the island of Malta and Gibraltar in face
of constant attack—these things do not pass unnoticed by
our Middle East Forces, who have come to realise that if their
own canteen organisation is a friend at heme, it is an even,
greater friend overseas. 

LLOYDS BANK
LIMITED

6 PALL MALL, S.W. 1
This Branch of Lloyds Bank' in which is
incorporated the business of Messrs. COX & CO.,
Army and Royal Air Force Agents, is specially
adapted to meet the banking requirements of
Officers and Cadets.
PAY

AND ALLOWANCES

Pay is issued to Officers and may be credited to accounts
opened at this Branch. Arrangements can be made for
the encashment of cheques at any of the Bank's Offices
or by its Agents at home or abroad. The Indian Branches
are also in a position to receive Pay and Allowances as
1
they fall due.

Offices at or near all Army and Air
Force Centres and throughout England
and Wales
Head Office :
71 LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C. 3
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A PORTRAIT OF THE DUKE AND DUCHESS OF KENT ON HIS APPOINTMENT AS
GOVERNORGENERAL OF AUSTRALIA.

H.R.H. THE DUKE OF KENT AND BRIGADIER N. I. WHITTY, D.S.O.,
AT THE STADIUM. SHORNCLIFFE, MAY 17th, 1938.
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HOME COUNTIES AREA.

"Quo Fas et Gloria Dxicunt."
BATTLE HONOURS BORNE ON THE REGIMENTAL COLOUR.
The Sphinx, superscribed "Egypt."
"Vimiera," "Corunna." "Almaraz." "Vittoria," "Pyrenees,"
"Nive," "Orthes," "Peninsula,"
"Punniar," "Moodkee,"
"Ferozeshah," "Aliwal," "Sobraon," "Alma," "Inkerman," "Sevastopol," "Lucknow," "New Zealand," "Egypt, 1882,'
"Nile. 188485," "South Africa, 190002," "Afghanistan, 1919."
BATTLE
"Mons,"

"Ypres,

1914,

'15,

'17,

HONOURS

BORNE

ON

THE

KING'S

COLOUR:

'18," "Hill 60," "Somme, 1916, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Italy, 1917, '18," "Galllpoli, 1915.'
"Gaza," "Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat."

THE

GREAT

WAR

BATTLE

HONOURS—18

BATTALIONS :

"Mons," "Le Cateau," "Retreat from Mons," "Marne, 1914," "Aisne, 1914," "La Bass6e, 1914," "Messines, 1914, '17,'
"Ypres, 1914. '15, '17, '18," "Hill 60," "Gravenstafel," "St. Julien," "Frezenberg," "Loos," "Somme, 1916, '18,'
"Albert, 1916, '18," "Bazentin," "Delville Wood," "Pozieres," "Guillemont," "FlersCourcelette," "Morval," "Thiepval,1
"Le Transloy," "Ancre Heights," "Ancre, 1916,
'18," "Arras, 1917, '18," "Vimy, 1917," "Scarpe, 1917," "Oppy,"
"Pilckem," "Langemarck, 1917," "Menin Road," "Polygon Wood," "Broodseinde," "Passchendaele," "Cambrai, 1917, '18,'
"St. Quentin," "Rosieres," "Avre," "Villers Br«tonneux," "Lys," "Hazebrouck," "Kemmel," "Amiens," "Bapaume, 1918,'
"Hindenburg
Line,"
"Epehy,"
"Canal
du
Nord,"
"St.
Quentin
Canal,"
"Courtrai,"
"Selle," "Sambre,"
"France and Flanders, 191418," "Italy, 1917, '18," "Suvla," "Landing
at Suvla," "Scimitar Hill," "Gallipoli, 1915,'
Rumani." "Egypt, 191516," "Gaza," "El Mughar," "Jerusalem," "Jericho,"
"Tell
'Asur," "Palestine, 1917, '18,'
"Defence of Kut A1 Amara," "Sharqat," Mesopotamia, 191518."

EDITORIAL
On another page we give prominence to a letter directed
from the Lord Chamberlain's office to General Sir Charles
BonhamCarter, G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.. Colonel of the Regi
ment. congratulating the regimental representatives on their
military bearing at the burial of H.R.H. The Duke of Kent.
*
*
*
Four pages of pictures dealing with the Duke and
Duchess of Kent's several visits to the Regiment and a
memoir on his life form the main part of this month's issue;
also we print a topical article on the French coastal resorts
which were subjected to bombardment by our naval forces
and landings by Commandos recently.
*

*

*

Correspondence from battalions overseas of course cannot
be guaranteed to appear regularly in our editions, owing
to incessant risks which are undergone to deliver the mails.
This month, however, we devote quite a good proportion of
space to this feature. We would like to point out that nothing
like enough enthusiasm is given to home battalions' activities,
and we would appreciate regular monthly news. Again we
stress the importance of your cooperation in producing the
regimental journal. We must have news and articles of
interest from you.
*

*

*

Old Comrades news is always welcome, and is received
in this office regularly and in good time for the current
edition. We hope the correspondents continue with their
work, for we are always pleased to record their meetings.
*
*
*
We were pleased to hear of Major John Howard, R.A.S.C.;
he was very fit.
*

*

*

We were given a pleasant surprise recently when we
read of the marriage of Major H. N. Edwards, M.B.E. He

was, up to the time of his transfer to a Primary Training
Centre. coEditor of The Queen's Own Gazette, and he still
retains an interest in its production. For six months he was
Interviewing Officer at the 13th I.T.C., dealing with the
selection of personnel for prospective Army tradesmen. Our
best wishes are extended to Major and Mrs. Edwards.
*
*
*
At the time of going to press we entered on the fourth
year of the war. We have encountered many setbacks during
this time, but have survived these reverses, and when we
look back on Dunkirk, when we stood alone, we can look
to the future with a more optimistic viewpoint now that
such powers as Russia, America and China are beside us.
In this fourth year we predict momentous happenings.

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
contemporaries:—
The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette.
St. George's Gazette.
The Green Howards Gazette.
The Dragon.
The Kent Messenger.
British Legion Journal.
The Tank.
The Royal Army Service Corps.
The Sapper.
The Snapper.
The Globe and Laurel.
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H.R.H. THE DUKE OF KENT,
AirCommodore H.R.H. The Duke of Kent, whose death in
a Sunderland flyingboat
accident was made public on August
26th [we made the announcement in the August number of
The Queen's Own Gazette] was killed in the North of Scotland
on his way to Iceland. He was buried at St. George's Chapel,
Windsor Castle, on August 29th.
The Duke of Kent was the fourth son of King George V.
and Queen Mary, and youngest brother of the present
King. Born on December 20th, 1902, he was christened George
Edward Alexander Edmund, and spent his early boyhood at
Marlborough House, Frogmore, and York Cottage, Sandring
ham. before going to the fashionable preparatory school at
St. Peter's Court, Broadstairs.
Encouraged by his father to take the Navy as a career,
he went to the Royal Naval College, Osborne, in September.
1916. He passed out from Dartmouth in May, 1920, and his
initial training cruise was made in H.M.S. Temeraire; he
was subsequently appointed midshipman in H.M.S. Iron Duke,
and experienced other ships before being transferred to the
China Station, where he joined H.M.S. Nelson, on the staff
of the CommanderinChief, Atlantic Fleet.
The public at home saw very little of Prince George
for ten years while he served at sea, but during this time
lie had the Order of tiie Garter conferred on him when he
was 21. and in 1924 the G.C.V.O.; he was also made a Freeman
of the City of London. He showed his aptitude as a public
speaker on that occasion, and displayed both wit and fluency
in his speech.
Elected president of St. George's Hospital in the late
1920s, he took the greatest interest in the hospital's affairs,
besides other public work. In April, 1928, he was made a
Freemason, and about ten years later became Grand Master,
succeeding his greatuncle, FieldMarshal
the Duke
of
Connaught in that capacity. In the interests of charities
and philanthropic institutions he made many public appear
ances. and spoke on their behalf during his leave ashore.
Owing to illhealth, he had several periods of sickleave, and
it was decided by the late King that he should be withdrawn
from active service with the Navy and take up civilian duties
in the Civil Service.
Accordingly, he was attached to a Government depart
ment. and joined the Foreign Office at the age of 26, trans
ferring to the Home Office, where he took over the inspection
of factories. Prince George was the first
member of his family
to take up the Ciyil Service as part of his career, and after
two years he broke off his official duties to study industrial
problems, and in 1931 he set out on a long tour of the North,
paying informal visits to factories, mines, and workshops
with Home Office inspectors. The Prince became extremely
popular with all classes in the country owing to his friendly
manner and natural boyishness; inheriting the deep blue
eyes and handsome appearance of his family, he became a
national favourite.
On his first
semiofficial visit to the Dominions with his
brother, the Prince of Wales, in 1927. he enjoyed the popu
larity he experienced at home, and the same can be said
when he toured South America and Sweden in 1932. In the
Spring of 1934 he journeyed to South Africa alone as part
of an itinerary covering a Dominions tour, but the exacting
work of the journey and visiting and speechmaking over
taxed Prince George's health, so a subsequent proposed
visit to Australia was cancelled, and his brother, the Duke
of Gloucester, went instead.
In 1934 Prince George was created the revived historic
dignity of The Duke of Kent, Earl of St. Andrews, and
Baron Downpatrick in the Peerage of the United Kingdom,
and took the honour of G.C.M.G. His betrothal to Princess
Marina of Greece and Denmark, a first
cousin of King George
of Greece, and greatniece of Queen Alexandra, was announced
in August of that year. He had known her for a long time,
but the engagement came as a surprise to his family and
the British public, because it was over 50 years since an
English Prince was engaged to a foreign Princess. It was
only natural that great public interest was given to the
wedding on November 29th, 1934, and delight was shown by
the large crowd who witnessed the wedding. On a gloomy
day a representative gathering of European royalty patronized
the ceremony.
The natural charm and grace of the Duchess of Kent

K.G., K.T., G.C.M.G., G .c.v .o.

was apparent to all when she made public appearances, and
the birth of Prince Edward in October of 1935 strengthened
the ties of affection between the public and the Duke and
Duchess. During this year the honour of K.T. was conferred
on the Duke of Kent, and on Christmas Day. 1936, a second
child was born — a daughter — who was christened Alexandra.
The new Princess was a beautiful child, and inherited the
good looks of her mother and father.
In 1937 the Duke of Kent was made a Privy Councillor.
After their marriage the Duke and Duchess lived at No. 3.
Belgrave Square, a pleasant house on the south side, which
was occupied for a short while by Queen Victoria's mother,
the Duchess of Kent. Late in the year 1935 the Duke
inherited Coppins, a modern comfortable house at Iver,
Buckinghamshire, from his' aunt,
Princess Victoria, and the
Duke and Duchess settled there and became very fond of
the mansion. They relinquished their town house in Belgrave
Square on the outbreak of war. and the Duke made Coppins
his headquarters for the duration of war.
A second son. who was christened Michael George Charles
Franklin, the last name in honour of President Roosevelt,
who was a godfather to the infant Prince, was born on July
4th, 1942, and although in the stress of war little publicity
was given to the birth, the public took the new Prince to
their hearts.
Flying had always interested the Duke of Kent, and in
October, 1929, he made his first flight
from Sunningdale to
Hull to open a Civic and Empire week, and for years he
entered a machine in the King's Cup race. Besides his naval
and Civil Service duties, he had flown
thousands of miles
under war conditions on extensive air trips of national
service, and held the rank of Group Captain in the R.A.F.
when he joined that service in 1940. In the capacity of
Welfare Officer, he devoted himself wholeheartedly to his
duties of inspection, guidance and advice on welfare of the
service. He relinquished the rank of Air ViceMarshal, so that
he should not be senior to more experienced officers with
whom he came in contact, and he was elected to the rank
of Air Commodore. He had served a year on the staff of
the Inspector General of the R.A.F. up to the time of his
death, and devoted all his time in the performance of official
duties and visits to war victims.
It was only natural, owing to his popularity with the
public, that he was given wider scope than was usual to a
younger brother of the King, and he was appointed Governor
General of Australia in October, 1938, in which post he was
due to take office in November, 1939. But the outbreak of war
postponed this, unfortunately, making it imperative that
he should be nearer to what was then the immediate scene
of action. There was no doubt that in Australia, which
previously had never had a Royal GovernorGeneral, he would
have done valuable work, and would have been a national
favourite.
In June, 1940, he went to Portugal on an important
mission, wiien he represented the King at the national cele
brations of the 800th anniversary of the State's foundation,
and the 300th anniversary of the country's independence, and
conferred on the Portuguese Prime Minister the honour of
G.C.M.G. Last year he made a tour of Canada by air, and
from July to September of the United States, where he
stayed during August with President Roosevelt. Later in the
year he visited service establishments in Northern Ireland
and worked with the Minister of Labour, Mr. Bevin. on a
series of inspections on war production factories. He made
an official visit to Kent after the air raid on Canterbury
recently, and he made a comprehensive tour of the damaged
town and the SouthEastern area.
With the approval of the King, the Duke of Kent was
appointed ColonelinChief of The Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment in March, 1935, and in July he visited Shorn
cliffe to attend the ceremony of Trooping the Colour by the
2nd Battalion; in November of that year he made a tour of
the Barracks, and made the acquaintance of officers and
past and present men of the Regiment.
The Duke and Duchess paid a visit to Shorncliffe in
May. 1937. and the Duchess presented a silver bugle to the
Duke, as ColonelinChief of the Regiment, as a Coronation
commemoration gift. In May, 1938. the Duke again went to
Shorncliffe, when he presented colours to the Regiment.
C.F.N.
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Social and Personal
We gladly reprint a letter addressed to General Sir Charles
BonhamCarter. G.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Colonel of The Queen's
Own Royal West Kent Regiment, forwarded from the War
Office:—
Lord Chamberlain's Office,
Windsor.
2nd September, 1942.
Sir,
I am desired by the Lord Chamberlain to ask you to bo
good enough to convey to all ranks of the Detachments from
the Royal Fusiliers and Royal West Kent Regiment, his Lord
ship's congratulations on their excellent bearing and turnout
at the funeral of His Late Royal Highness the Duke of Kent.
The presence of these finelooking men who lined the
Nave with Detachments from the Royal Navy, Royal Marines
and Royal Air Force added greatly to the dignity and solemnity
of the occasion.
I have the honour to be, Sir.
Your obedient Servant,
(Sgd.) T. E. G. Nugent,
COMPTROLLER
The UnderSecretary of State,
The War Office (A.G.4.),
Hobart House,
Grosvenor Place,
London, SW.1.
BIRTHS.
ALLFREY—On August 7th, 1942. at Malta, to Bridgit, wife
of Major R. M. Allfrey—a son.
RYLAND.—On Sept. 2nd. 1942, at Summer Court Nursing
Home, Southborough, Kent, to Joanna (nee Birch) and
Captain Denis Ryland, The Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment—a daughter.
CANDY.—To the wife of Pte. J. Candy, a son. Keith Thomas,
at Bristol on 27.7.42.
CLEMENTS.—To the wife of R.Q.M.S. Clements, a son, Peter
Philip, born at Poole, Dorset, on 10.8.42.
BURCHELL.—To the wife of L.Cpl. Burchell. a son. Brian
William, born at West Ham, London, on 18.8.42.
MARRIAGES.
MAJOR H. N. EDWARDS AND MISS E. M. WILLIS.
The marriage took place quietly at St. Margaret's. West
minster, on September 2nd, between Major Henry Norman
Edwards. The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, only
son of Mr. W. H. Edwards, and the late Mrs. Edwards, and
Elfreda Margaret, younger daughter of the late Mr. Robert
Willis. H.M. Consular Service, and the late Mrs. Willis.
Canon A. C. Don officiated.
LANSLEY—ANGEL.—L.Cpl. F. G. Lansley to Eleanor Angel,
at St. Paul's Church. Deptford, 8.8.42.
ELLIS—ELLISCOLE Y.—P to. Ellis to Irene Kathleen Ellis
Coley. at Maidstone, 20.8.42.
ANDERSON—MEDHURST.—Pte. S. Anderson to Freda Miriam
Medhurst, at Maidstone, 22.8.42.

We received a letter recently from Captain Chandler —
"Corn" Chandler to his friends — asking us to be sure to
send The Queen's Own Gazette regularly. He is serving
abroad with the Nigeria Regiment, and home news of his
friends in and of the Regiment is scarce. In prewar days
he was at ShomcliiTe. and played hockey occasionally at
Maidstone. What little home news he has gleaned has told
him that many marriages have taken place in the Regiment,
and we are surprised to hear that he still remains unmarried.
"Corn" Chandler wishes kindly to be remembered to all
inquiring friends, and would welcome letters. His address is:
5th Battalion Nigeria Regiment, c/'o A.P.O. 102, West African
Force.
Another old friend of whom we heard was Colonel P. N.
Anstruther. D.S.O., M.C. He is keeping very fit,
and sends
his regards to all old friends.
Lieut.Colonels Burgess and James are on the staff of
the Indian Army Ordnance Corps. They have met J. W.
(Bunny) Brown.
Major A. A. Eason is Sector Training Officer to the Home
Guard.

His many friends will regret to learn of the death of
H. J. Rowlinson, which took place in occupied Guernsey.
He was a drill instructor with the Regiment before the
war. and on leaving the Army went to live in Guernsey,
where ha ran an exServicemen's Club. He leaves two boys
of school age.



THE ROLL OF HONOUR
SOLDIERS AND AUXILIARIES.
KILLED.
ATKINS—Pte. T. Atkins, The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment.
BROOKER.—Pte. J. H. Brooker, The Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment.

4
THOMAS ATKINS.
The other day I was asked if I had any idea of how this
fine old English name in its more popular form of "Tommy
Atkins" came to be applied to or adopted as the pseudonym
of the British Army and in particular of the British private
soldier. Dictionaries are vague on the subject, some attribut
ing it to slang, origin unknown, etc., but the Oxford diction
ary gives the brief, but correct answer as documentary. I
believe the name was first
casually known at the time of
Waterloo, but it was not until the Crimea that it appears
to have attained some measure of popularity. Prior to the
Crimean war the soldiers' documents were furnished regi
mentally, according to the ideas of the Commanding Officer
and Officers. Consequently, the various papers and sheets in
regiments and corps varied in size and printing, and the
mode of making entries, but after the Crimea very consider
able alterations in the Army were made, and the soldiers'
documents were taken in hand by the Stationery Office, and
the various papers cut to standard sizes and printed headings
standardised. To ensure the various entries being regularised
throughout the Army, sample sheets were printed with the
standard heading "Thomas Atkins." and circulated through
out the army, to be pasted inside the covers of documents
for guidance of making the various entries, samples of which
were given. With such official recognition, the name became
a regular fixture,
until at the time of the last war "Tommy
Atkins," "Tommy," and the "Tommies," were recognised
through Europe as the British soldiers.
Some of these old sample sheets may possibly still be
found pasted inside the covers of old Company Defaulter
Books, but having long since served their usefulness, they
would have become dilapidated and possibly removed —
no doubt they would be found at the Records Office.
Amongst other reforms dealt with after the Crimea were
the penalties of shooting and flogging
for serious offences,
aye. and some simple, but it was not till some years later
that these punishments were finally
abolished in the Army.
There was also the branding of men with the letters "D."
and "B.C.", indicating that the man had been guilty of
desertion, or was a bad character; this was also abolished.
Possibly the question in the attestation paper: "Have you
been marked with the letters "D." or "B.C."? are nonexistent
today, but I know it was a regular question for years after
my enlistment, sixty years ago, when Crimean veterans were
still serving at the Depot; one man there then was marked
with the letter "D." on the shoulder, and as far as I could
judge he seemed very pleased with the distinction; he had
not served in the Crimea.
"THE WATCHDOG."

4
The Major said: "That new maid must be conceited, she
is always looking in the mirror".
The daughter: "It's not conceit, dad, mother told her
to watch herself when you were around".
A nursemaid who had charge of a very precocious little
boy was out walking one day when they met a poor old
man begging. He was bald and had no teeth.
Some time later the little boy's mother had another
baby, and when the nurse took the boy up to see the new
baby, he said; "Mother, you've been had. that's an old 'un."
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| : News from
Battalion.
The beginning of the month found the Battalion foot
sore. but unbowed, and most of the month has seen us
marching up and down hills. Some of it was combined with
a very thorough introduction to "Austerity" meals — in other
words, bully and biscuits, followed by bully and biscuits,
and then some more. Everyone got quite wise to the different
ways in which these articles can be served up. and some
even got to like them. At the very least it made us appreciate
all the more our usual food.
A sports gala was held during the month, and different
events were fought out with great keenness. "B" Company
won the swimming matches, which is very right, since their
Company Commander is the Officer i/c Swimming. "H.Q."
Company won the football and basket ball competitions, and
these two Companies also won the long and short rubs
respectively. Our sports have
not been confined to those
one or two days. In particular Battalion Orders have con
tained long lists of men who have passed their swimming
tests.
Battalion orders also contain another interesting item
these days, that is. a weekly Quiz. The questions are not
only ones of military interest, but also cover questions of
general knowledge. Platoon Commanders — who have to
supply the answers themselves — are to be seen scratching
their heads over them, and the last one submitted by the
P.R.I, defeated everybody. Quizzers also appear in the Bat
talion Wall Newspaper. This provides space for all the artists,
poets and witty fellows the Battalion possesses to display
their talents, and the results, which are changed weekly,
are put up on a board and circulated throughout the camp.
Many of our soldiers are now transforming themselves
into farmers, and helping with the harvesting. Many of them
are returning temporarily to their peacetime occupation,
but to others it is a new and interesting experience.
The Battalion heard with the deepest regret of the death
of our ColonelinChief. H.R.H. The Duke of Kent, who had
honoured the Battalion by a visit not many months before.

Battalion.
As was pointed out in previous correspondence, casualties,
fortunately, are few, but naturally, as the Battalion has been
very much in the bombing area for over two years, we have had
our full share, and regret the deaths of the following Other
Ranks through enemy action: Pte. C. Holford. Pte. R. Panton.
Pte. T. Ryan. Pte. L. Urquhart, Pte. A. Suter, L.Cpl. J. Byrne,
and Pte. R. Kent.
We also regret to report that Captain G. W. Duffield and
Captain W. K. MacFarlane have been seriously injured by
enemy action. Captain MacFarlane has. unfortunately, had a
leg amputated; but we are glad to he able to report that both
he and Captain Duffield are progressing satisfactorily.
Music has been very much in the fore lately. Both the
Band under Col.Sgt. Dunton, and the Drums, under Col.Sgt.
Watts have put in many hours' hard practice and are now in
really excellent form, and everyone who has been fortunate
enough to hear them should be extremelv grateful to them,
as all their practice has to be done "out of school hours".
The Drums have beateh Retreat in the villages, and have
marched at the head of H.Q. Company on route marches,
much to the delight of the children to whom Col.Sgt. Watts
is a sort of wizard with a magic wand.
It is hoped shortly to beat Retreat with both the Band
and the Drums participating.
Last, but not least, we must mention the Battalion Concert
Party, which, under the direction of Captain Butler and Lieut.
Mackie, recently gave what must have been one of the best
shows ever produced by any Battalion concert party. They
gave a show to the Battalion, and later a performance at
a club, the following account of which is taken from the
local paper:—

Battalions : |
"An excellent concert of swing music was given on Wed
nesday, 15tli July, by a Regimental concert party of The
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment. The backbone ol' the
concert was provided by the "G" section — a swing sextet
which included star members of the "Invicta Swingers", holders
of the Vernon's Dance Band competition cup."
Privates Carter, Honey and Mitchem sang several numbers
as a close harmony trio, which included two songs which were
quite new in this part of the world.
Other items of the programme which were well applauded
by the large audience were "The Rector of Stiff " — a humorous
monologue in clerical style by Pte. Brown, and songs by Sergt.
Pack, who is a natural comedian in the Harry Champion style.
One of his numbers. "Little Red Fox", is also new to this
station. This was a wellbalanced show, with plenty of genuine
talent, which worked up to a first class finale. It is to be
hoped that the public will be afforded further opportunity for
seeing "In the Mood".
SPORT.
Time for games has been rather limited, but whenever
possible Platoon, Company and Battalion hockey and cricket
matches have been played. 
HOCKEY.
The Officers have twice played the Sergeants at hockey,
both matches ending in a draw of two all. The forwards on
both sides have had a rough time of it trying to work round
the flanks of the opposing goalkeepers. Col.Sgt. Watts fills
one goal and Lieut. King (O.C. Carrier Platoon) the other.
I think the Sergeants would prefer trying to get through one
of his carriers. Both games were most enjoyable, and it is
intended to go on playing until somebody wins the cup.
In Platoon games the Signallers have been the outstanding
team, usually scoring a fantastic number of goals, when the
Officer i/c Cricket does not pinch their best players.
CRICKET.
The Battalion has played six matches so far this season,
five of which have been won. and the other lost by 24 runs.
In a recent match the Battalion beat another Battalion,
which has not been beaten for three years. This was a great
triumph, as we have been usually rather overwhelmed by
them. The bowling of L.Cpl. Elcombe and Pte. Wilson, and
the wicketkeeping of L'.Cpl. Hunter were mainly responsible
for the victory, after a most exciting match, by 8 runs.
Scores: 4.6.42. v. An R.A.F. XI. Won by 223 runs. R.A.F.
39 (Major R.M.A. 4 for 14. Pte. Carter 4 for 10). The Queen's
Own 262 for 6 wickets (Major H.E.S. 103, L.Cpl. Chandler 60
not out, Capt. Turner 38).
6.6.42. v. An Other Battalion. Lost by 24 runs. An Other
Battalion 135 (Caotain Buckle 4 for 18). The Queen's Own
111 (Pte. Reeves 28, C.S.M. Bushell 28. Major H.E.S. 25).
27.6.42. v. An Other Battalion. Won by 73 runs. An Other
Battalion 109 (Pte. Wilson 4 for 33. L.Cpl. Elcombe 3 for 18).
The Queen's Own 182 (Capt. Turner 67. L.Cpl. Hunter 36).
11.7.42. v. An Other Battalion. Won by 9 runs. An Other
Battalion 85 (Major H.E.S. 3 for 13). The Queen's Own 94
(L.Cpl. Hunter 19).
18.7.42. v. An Other Battalion. Won by 3 wickets. An Other
Battalion 153 for 7 wickets declared. (Lieut. Cruickshank 3 for
29). The Queen's Own 168 for 7 (Major H.E.S. 47, Lieut. Cruick
shank 44. L.Cpl. Hunter 38).
25.7.42. v. An Other Battalion. Won by 8 runs. The Queen's
Own 83 (L.Cpl. Elcombe 21). An Other Battalion 75 (Pte.
Wilson 6 for 15, L.Cpl, Elcombe 2 for 19).

England is so vague and far away, we are not quite sure
if we have been there or if someone .iust told us about it.
Most of us are pretty well domesticated here, and will speak
English with a strong foreign accent by the time we get back.
Still, life is placid, very placid, and the only things to worry
about are the number of slices in a loaf of bread, and how to
smoke twenty cigarettes a day when you can get only fifty
a
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week and. of course, how to keep off the large flies, small flies,
houseflies, horseflies, sandflies, mosquitos, and all the other
little Shylocks who've turned up for a long weekend and insist
on having their pound of flesh with every meal.
The chief figure
in "A" Company is Captain Butler's lady
dog. who has curly ashblonde hair and all the makings of
a highclass tart. The Company clerk is a blonde, too. these
days; the fickle
Colourbloke having tired of brunettes. Hie
jilted Waller, realising the impossibility of going to shoot
lions in Africa, has done the next best thing, and left us to
push bigger and better pens in the R.A.S.C. We wish him all
the luck in the world, a typewriter that spells better than
his old one did. and no more route marches for the rest of
his life. Hails and farewells are frequent these days. Sergt.
parncll has left us to become Provost Sergeant, on the principle
that you can't "old soldier" an old soldier; and DrumMajor
Watts has turned his stripes upside down and blossomed
into a Colourbloke, on the principle of setting a weight
putter to juggle with accounts. We prophesy that within a
month "E" Company will have to build a new stores to
accommodate the burksliee kit. and all the police will talk
with a thick Irish brogue. Ah me! we shall never forget the
"bucks" race in Death Valley. This was a ritual observed with
solemnity after dinner every day with Paddy as M.C. The
dixies with the "bucks" in were placed at one end of the
field;
then Paddy would make the Company toe the line
twenty yards away, with their messtins in their hands. The
number of false starts; harangues Paddy gave them about
their illbreeding, and the expression of disgust on his face
when fifty
men arrived equal first
at the dixies had to be
witnessed to be believed. Well, Paddy, we would like a social
call, but not a business one.
News Flashes.—Beson has qualified as a trick cyclist, and
demonstrated that a Newfoundlander can laugh off crashes that
would kill six Englishmen. Tragedy was narrowly averted when
Quisling's owner failed to produce his licence at the dog
parade. Quisling rose to the occasion, and gave the officer a
look so dignified and rebuking that the officer apologised pro
fusely. Sergt. Cook, who deserted us a short time back, has
become a father. "Your first?"
I asked him. "My eldest," he
replied. He was always ambitious.
I should like to get drunk, very drunk, on draught beer.
I should like to look up at an aeroplane without the hair
at the back of my neck twitching slightly. I should like a
box of matches of my very own. I should like to meet a blonde,
several blondes, lots and lots of blondes, and all of them
natural. The first
blonde I meet when I get back, "How do
you do?" I shall say. "How do you do?" Then I shall spring

This censorship business is terribly hard on the budding
correspondents. Much time and hard thought are spent, not
on what one is to say. but how much of it you cannot say.
However, in spite of "Mr. Ships." I will endeavour to write
between the lines and convey some of the Company happenings
to the rest of the regimental family.
The first
six months of '42 has been one of trial, hard
work and kinching time. The Company excelled themselves
and earned the admiration and respect of all who knew of
their hardships. This period will be remembered by the Com
pany for a long time.
We were delighted with our new quarters, which had
such luxuries as electric light, but, alas, the Hun decided
that our stay was not to be without interest and excitement.
I used to leave my windows open back and front so that a
neighbouring battery could fire
straight through. What! You
don't believe it? Well, they nearly did. anyhow.
There seems to be a glut of English papers just now.
These are much appreciated, and if any of you fellows at
home have finished
with your papers and periodicals — after
you. please.
National Savings has a large part in the Company interest
at the moment. The Company Commander gave a propaganda
speech which produced concrete results. On suggesting to
one man that he should save and endeavour to conjure into
his imagination a "Purple Civvy Suit," only to receive as
a reward for his effort — "Don't like Purple Suits". We are
at present leading the field
in the thrift race by a large
margin, and show no signs of losing the lead.
We welcome to our midst Lieut. G. A. Plewman and
2ndLieut. V. H. Hewitt, both from other regiments, who joined
us during eventful times. Whether their stay is permanent
or otherwise, we hope that it will be a happy one. We regret
the loss of 2ndLieut. J. J., he of fingerpulling
fame, who
has gone back from where he came.
Heard (telephone conversation from A.D.S. to Company

H.Q.): Will you please tell the C.S.M. that the anaesthetic is
in tonight? (What anaesthetic?) Ask the C.S.M.
Only two platoon representatives have produced corres
pondence for this edition, of which I will repeat extracts.
Company H.Q.—Apparently all this scribe says is contained
in my own effort, but he would very much like to know of a
substitute for Virginia.
9 Platoon.—This pen pal apologises for his absence from
this journal. He did some rapid apologising to me also. He
hadn't given me any real platoon gossip, and what he said
wouldn't pass the censor; he tried, anyhow. There are two
items for the "Things We Want to Know" column, taut
as
no one supplies the answer, what is the use of asking? In
this case I'll supply the answers personally.
Unfortunately there is no sport news for this issue.
Crosscountry runs used to form part of our weekly training,
but these unfortunately (!) have been temporarily suspended.
Older members of the Company — excrosscountry runners
in particular — would like to offer their most hearty con
gratulations to Cpl. "Knocker" White on his being awarded
the D.C.M. We wish you the very best "Knocker"; you evidently
believe that the only good German is a dead 'un.
In conclusion, I would like to quote a notice I saw outside
a hospital store: "Preliminary patter is not essential for suc
cessful negotiations — state your business and let's get on".
Should I be elected to be the permanent reporter of Com
pany activities. I will try and be a little more nosey, and
produce some "dirt" for the next issue.
"MOG."
ME AND MY MEN.
It was a lovely day. the sun was shining, and the sky
was perfectly clear. It was the same old sun that we saw
leave us in the evening, how punctual he was to time on
getting up! I was just visiting my first
post to see that every
thing was in order. It was in order. The N.C.O. and two men
were there waiting just the same as our fighter
pilots, ready
for anything should they be called upon; I gave them "the
best of the day" and moved on to my next post. I cycled
along the road, the sweet smell of the air was wonderful.
How it made me think of England! I turned right, and went
along the track. The track led to my second post; I could
just see it. although if I had not known it was there I should
never have found it; the gun was just seeking the top and
silhouetted against the wonderful blue sky. I came to the
post to find
the N.C.O. and two men; they were cleaning the
gun. they had no time to speak, all they were concerned with
was getting it clean and ready for action; now they were
assembling the gun: the quickness of these hands over the
parts would have made a conjurer stare, the gun was ready.
I then started to speak to them; the first,
a tall lad from
Maidstone way. very 'quiet, a very trustworthy chap and hard
worker; he said if it was possible could he stop on the gun
permanently. I told him it was my duty to let every man
have a crack back at them. What's that — the motor horn?
Not the same horn that told us a car was approaching, but
a horn to tell us that Death and Destruction was on its way.
Each man looked at one another with eagerness in his eyes
the magazine was on the gun. and I heard that sharp click
of the working parts going to the rear. To press the trigger
now was fatal. I took the glasses and looked into the au
to see our Spitfires. White puffs of smoke were going in the
sky. that gave me the direction There I saw them. J.U. 88s;
they were flying in threes; as the first
three came nearer, so
I saw more. Now can we stop them! The ack ack became more
intense. Every man in his mind is asking himself where are
they going? But not so much as the ack ack; their tactics in
the air are amazing, but they never fooled us. Here they
come in that deathdrive; the machine is nearly vertical;
stand by! My gun opens up, red. green, yellow and all colours
appeared to come from the muzzle. The shots went through
the air into this deathdiver. How could he ever come out!
"Mag. off." "Mag. on". They're firing
again. He's smoking.
We've been fooled before — give him some more. And so
they did. Like a fish
caught in a net, the deathdiver rolled
and turned. He's out of our range now; we've done our job.
another one! This time an M.E. flying
low to protect his
deathdiver. It's too late, my fellows engage him wonderfully.
Wonderful, he's coming down. There was smoke pouring from
his tail, he fell out of the sky like a broken bird.
They're still coming, low; can he keep this up? We hear
that dreadful whine; bombs are on their way. they hit the
ground about thirty yards from us. This deathdiver did
not come so low; a Messerschmitt fires
a burst at him 
they must have the Gestapo with them. "Look!" said one
fellow; our Spitfires were diving, and putting everything
they had into the bombers.
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My gun goes into action again. "Go steady," says one.
"Mind our lighters" — the bullets are seeking the bomber,
black smoke is pouring from him, the last of the 88s high
above. We see more white and black puffs — the 87 dive
bomber doing his spiral turns like a hawk ready to pounce
on his bait — down they come one after the other. The ack
ack is like a sheet of steel: they dive through, some straight
to Mother Earth, the others the prey of the Spitfires.
J.M.
As the first six months of 1942 draw to a close, we look
back. The past few months have brought us many changes, in
life and routine, both pleasant and otherwise. Many new names
have appeared on the Company roll, and many deleted.
Over this period much important work has been under
taken by all: great pleasure and pride must be felt for the
share taken in this gigantic war effort.
Special praise is due to the men of the "Special Duty
Squad" for the way they carried out the work allotted to
them. They stuck to their jobs through thick and thin, and
helped in no small way. "Good work, lads, you've done a
good job!"
Work has taken the place of training for some long time
now. but soon, no doubt, we shall once again carry on with
this very necessary "evil".
We say "Goodbye" to Lieut. C. R. Hallett, and hope he
reaches his destination safely. "Maxie" has also left us. We
wish him "All the best" at his new appointment, and greet
Col.Sergt. Watts (Drummy). his successor. ""Smoky" must
be congratulated on his brilliant exploit which earned him
that name. Perhaps in the near future we shall receive instruc
tions on smokescreens, troops, for the use of. and how they
work.
Once again we emerge from amidst the fig
trees, and
endeavour to put to the readers the peculiarities of the sunny
month of June.
Except for a little hard work, the Company has had a
very uneventful month. Owing to the fact that this is the
first correspondence for some time, we take this late oppor
tunity of welcoming 2ndLieut. G. Fogg and Lieut. MacFarlane.
May their stay be a long and happy one. We also, with regret,
sav "goodbye" to Lieut. Bernard, who has left us, complete
with his man "Friday" (Pash) to join H.Q. Vansittart feels
this more than he cares to admit, for no more will he rush
round the Company brandishing Sarah's Pamphlet No. 1:
"How to eat a Jerusalem artichoke" Mk. 1. Still, as old Bill
Green is wont to remark: "Absence makes the heart grow
fonder".
"Stan." the chocolate bandit, and Rocky seem to be hit
ting it off well these days together, what with invites to
weddings and three day passes, one does not know what to
expect next. We had a very enjoyable day at the "Grotto"
with the day's rations and a bottle of Blue presented by our
"Canteen" manager with motherly charm. Even I showed one
of my remarkable bursts of speed and left the company stand
ing until they found out that I had the rations, but on the
whole the day was lovely. Wynne and Co. giving a demonstra
tion of a landing party, and "Muscles" tearing through the
water like a Weissmuller.
Well, before we close this short epistle we must con
gratulate L.Cpls. Elsworth and Palmer on their recent promo
tion. L.Cpl. Palmer, now that he has risen to the dizzy
heights, has not quite decided whether to move into a larger
house or not. but has told the "missus" to carry on talking
to the neighbours as usual. We close now, wishing all other
Companies of other Battalions "Good luck".
SPORTS.
We have been able to have only one game of cricket so
far this season which we won after an exciting finish.
"D"
Company 173 for 5 declared (L.Cpl. Elcombe 47, Pte. Reeves
31. Norman 51. L.Cpl. Hunter 33).
L.A.A. Btty. 168.
THINGS WE WANT TO KNOW.
Is "Stuka Juice" Junker proof?
Are "Charley" and "Muscles" Commandos at heart?
Can sailors be trusted? Ask Freddy.
Is love rationed? Ask Rocky.
HEARD IN THE DARK.
Orderly Officer (walking into a billet, and finding
the
Room Orderly sitting down and taking no notice of him):
"My man. don't you know who I am?"
Room Orderly (a recruit): "Nope."
Orderly Officer: "Well. I am the Orderly Officer".
Room Orderly: "That's funny. I'm the room orderly, ain't
it a b
scrounge!"
"GENERALISSIMO."

Battalion.
Last month we missed a letter, but plead as our excuse
that we were in the very throes of hard training, and as it
was taking place in our own country, we don't feel so badly
about the lapse.
Most of us enjoyed seeing old faces again, and revisiting
old scenes, which we did constantly, both by day and by night.
When that period was over, we didn't go back to the
same place, at least some of us didn't. No, no! That would
have been too easy. Sending gleaning parties far and wide,
we gathered up our farflung chattels and hied us to yet
another place, not entirely unknown, for some of us already
lived there — a place, according to all accounts, devoid of
the sex female. At first
view this seemed true, but whether
by infiltration tactics or by virtue of the fact that we had
been wrongly informed, the place now seems crowded with
femininity. At least it enables us to hold dances twice a week,
and hands in the cinema on the days between.
At the moment of writing we are all shooting hard —
shall I call it a clay pigeon sort of shoot — there are certain
similarities — mainly in the ability to miss the bird.
Congratulations to Major A. H. Taylor and Captain F. E.
Lvwood on their promotion. We have lost Major D. H. Mother
sole. as also 2ndLieut. Knowles and 2ndLieut. Hutton, who
have gone to other Battalions.
Courses still occupy our time to a very large extent, and
it is an accented fact now that length of service is almost
reckoned by the number of courses attended. Anyone under
15 courses creeps about almost in shame. Incidentally. I
forgot leave — we do go on that now and again.
All best wishes and a safe return to those of our friends
overseas — we shall hear good accounts of them, we don't
doubt — at any rate, we could wish we were with them.

I.T.C.
I hear that some of our happy throng received a very
rude awakening last Friday morning — or should I have said
the middle of the night?
Archie (a member of our very popular band) is open to
nU offers of handcarts and snare bike wheels to carry his
BASS, but he had no wish for the salvage dump. Always have
in mind. Archie, the girl who took her harp to a party, and
no one asked her to play.
There is now. in the N.A.A.F.I.. a supply of Woodbines,
owine to the fact that a certain husband in India, also a boy
friend in Scotland, have enough of these to last the duration
(we hope).
Now for a more serious subject. As some of you are aware
we have a P.R.I. Committee in this I.T.C This was formed
for the benefit of all — suggested improvements of service
in N.A.A.F.I.; the disposal of funds received from N.A.A.F.I.,
etc.
In each Company there are one N.C.O. ancl two men
represented on the committee, and you should give them any
of your ideas for promoting indoor "sports ancl games tourna
ments. social activities, and the like. Make these men your
mouthpieces, so that they can approach the P.R.I. (Captain
Love) in your interest.
As a means of saving money, do your best to avoid
breakages in the N.A.A.F.I., and if on your travels around the
barracks you see any crockery belonging to the Institute,
collect it and return to the Canteen. There is a great shortage.
"PEEPKEYHOLE."


An old soldier passing through a cemetery during an
air raid found the skeletons up and making off with tomb
stones under their arms.
The old soldier said: "What's the idea?"
"Not safe enough for us," the skeletons replied. "A foot
or two of earth's not enough cover."
"But what do you want with the tombstones?"
"These are our identity cards."
An officer's batman was going on leave. On handing
over to his deputy, he gave him two bottles of medicine
and said: "This bottle is the officer's, and this is for the
dog. and whatever you do. don't get them mixed up, because
when I come hack you'll cop it if anything happens to the
dog."
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ROYAL STAR HOTEL
KING'S HALL BALLROOM
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EACH WEEKDAY
T. G. E. writes : " I am a soldier
in the Free French Forces, billeted with civilians.

I was badly wounded in t h e war, particularly
head wounds. I often suffer terribly with
headaches or with general fatigue. When this

happens i use your wonderful 'ASPRO' tablets.
It would be an ingratitude on my part if I did not

thank you, for really 'ASPRO' is wonderful and now I
shall never be without. I recommend them especially
to my comrades. ' ASPP.O ' puts me right every time I
feel "off colour" or overtired. I beg you gentlemen,
for reasons which you will understand, to keep my name
anonymous, above all as I am a Free Frenchman and my
family lives in occupied territory."

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR
N.A.A.F.I. C A N T E E N
Made

in

England

by ASFRO

ASPRO

LTD., Slough,

(Tdhursday excepted)
7 p.m. to / 0.30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

DANCING
In the M/agnificcnt Fully Licensed {BaHroom-

TICKETS:
-Monday, T7uesday, 2/-, Forces 1/6.
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 2/6, Forces 2/Right of Admission Reserved.


RESTAURANT.
GRILL ROOM.

SNACK BAR.

Bucks.

EDITOR'S NOTICES
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Officers ancl Other Subscribers

12 Months. Single Copy
8/
8d.
9/
9d.
4/
4d.
5/
5d.

By post
Past and Present N.C.O.s and Men....
„
„
„
By
post

Subscribers are requested to notify any change cf address.
The "Queen's Own Gazette" will be published monthly
until the end of the present year, then quarterly for the
duration of the war.
Past and present members of the Regiment are invited to
submit articles, sketches and photographs to:—
The Hon. Editor.
"The Queen's Own Gazette,"
The Barracks, Maidstone, Kent.

Irium, Pepsodent's extraactive ingredient, not only puts a
good shine on teeth but dissolves away surface stains and
hidden food particles as well. If you want goodlooking teeth
Pepsodent's your answer. 7.W., 1/3, 2/2, including tax.

pepsobent

TOOTHPASTE AND TOOTH POWDER
Has everything — plus IRIUM
iu6i:u

All letters, articles, etc.. must be clearly written in ink or
typed, and should be signed. The signature is not necessarily
for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith.
Contributions should reach the Hon. Editor nGt later than
the 8th of each month to ensure publication in that month's
Gazette.

A Chinese soldier in the course of conversation with an
English Sapper, asked why the British almost always win
their battles.
"Before going into action," explained the Sapper, "we
always pray".
To which the other retorted that the Chinese also
prayed before a battle.
"Yes, but the point is. what language do you pray in?
"In Chinese, of course."
"Well, that explains why you don't win your scraps,
don't it? 'Oo the 'ell understands ruddy Chinese?"
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LAUGHING WITH N.A.A.F.I.
By H.H.

An Egyptian newspaper recently published a picture of
a scantilyclad concertparty girl reclining in a N.A.A.F.I.
hamper.
Next day. the O.C of N.A.A.F.I. in the Middle East re
ceived tire following appeal: "From O.C. — Coy., R.A.S.C.—It
has been noticed that your stores arc putting on the market
some very choice hampers at the moment. It woui'd be appre
ciated if you would send some to the above office."
To this the N.A.A.F.I. officer replied expressing his regret
that, owing to huge demands, supplies were exhausted!
This story from N.A.A.F.I.'s Middle East H.Q. is only one
example of the lighter side of Service for the Services. Running
a mammoth concern like NA.A.F.I. in wartime is "no joke";
but. beset though it is each day by problems of supplies, trans
port, overseas losses, and a thousandandone other "head
aches." there is usually a smile in the N.A.A.F.I. Headquarters
pestbag.
N.A.A.F.I. employs some 9.0CO nationals overseas, and their
quaint English must be seen to be believed.
An Indian
canteen assistant wrote:—
"I await am intelligence from the Officer i/c. Bitter two
months are about to elapse. Delay threatens the structure of
justice. To escape humiliation and despair, I have employed
many hours in multiplied sittings to bring about a change of
heart through precepts. A mixture of heavy heart, defeatism,
despondency, suppressed desires, lurking fears and woun'ded
ecstasy for a better future are serenely vibrating in my brain.
Once again. I beg of you, let mercy season justice."
In short he was asking for a "rise."
An Egyptian applied to N.A.A.F.I. in Cairo for a job—like
this:—
"Sir,—Sad indeed, dreadfully sad, an'd sick at heart, to see
less qualified persons, both in Intellectual laculties ancl vir
tuous qualities, get office, but I. who surpasses them in every
human quality, ant detained to offer to England such services
as my heart pushes me to. Is it Fate that interferes in human
affairs? I am not pushed to this by the prospect of salary—
any salary will do—nay. let us drop the salary absolutely. My
aim is to serve England in any office anywhere. I have no
person to recommend me — only air honest heart and not a
mean mind."
A Maltese was discharged fcr overstaying his leave.
He
had developed a romantic interest in a girl, and the passage
of time meant nothing to him. N.A.A.F.I. received the follow
ing classic appeal for reinstatement:—
"1 hope you will grant me another brake. You know. sir.
everybody is stupid sometimes over a girl.
The brave Lord
Nelson overstayed his leave for a girl, and saw his mistake
after. The same thing happened to me."
Coming nearer home, a Commando raised a big smile by
writing to N.A.A.F.I.'s General Manager in the following
strain:—
"Dear Sir.—You wont remember me. but when I was ten
you tipped me halfacrown. Now. Sir. I am in the Commandos,
and we Commandos never acknowledge defeat.
We are also
taught to go straight to our objective, surmounting all
obstacles. In that mood, I write to you now.
As head of
N.A.A.F.I., will you help this unit to get a bottle of whisky
for a special celebration?"
The Commando received a spirited reply!
One of the oddest of many peculiar requests received by
N.A.A.F.I., same from a soldier's wife. She wrote saying that
she had been advised, as a soldier's wife, to ask N.A.A.F.I. if
she was entitled to a baby's layette.
A soldier wrote to say that his civilian clothes had been
destroyed in a bombed house. Would N.A.A.F.I. supply him
with a suit to wear?
He gave his chest measurements and
height!
A catering contractor in the* North wrote offering to "take
over" N.A.A.F.I.'s "canteen." it would be interesting to know
if he had in mind the 6.000 canteens run by the Corporation,
particularly as he mentioned that the transfer would relieve
N.A.A.F.I. of "all the worry and financial
responsibility atten
dant on the organisation and control of a canteen in these
difficult times."
Men of the E.F.I. (Expeditionary Force Institutes), who are
trained soldiers before going overseas for duties in N.A.A.F.I.
canteens, speak of a sergeantmajor who is most deadly when
he is gentle. He was drilling them on the square when he
halted them, his countenance benign.
"Men of the E.F.I.
...." he ccoed, "....in my opinion, the finest
regiment for
smartness and efficiency is the Guards: next come the Royal
Marines, followed closely by the E.F.I
"
the men of the

E.F.I, stiffened proudly
"....with the tea!" added the
S.M.
A real smileraiser was the letter from a member of the
Forces who wrote to N.A.A.F.I. regarding the replacement, last
year, of fresh milk by tinned milk in the making of canteen
tea. "N.A.A.F.I. should see that we get fresh milk," he wrote
hotly, "they should, take the bull by the horns and demand
it!"
4

Old Comrades' Correspondence
LONDON BRANCH.
The Branch held its monthly meeting in August, at the
Green Man, Putney Heath. Major Bredon was in the chair,
supported by Mr. H. Elson, ViceChairman, and Mr. W. Snell,
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer. An enjoyable time was had
by the members present. The next meeting will be held on
Sunday. September 27tli. at 12 noon. There will be no meet
ing in October, but members of the Branch will pay a visit
to The Queen's Own Social Club, at the Brown Bear. High
Street. Deptford, S.E.8, on Sunday, November 1st.
THE QUEEN'S OWN SOCIAL CLUB, DEPTFORD
The Club held its usual monthly meeting at the Brown
Bear. High Street. Deptford. on Sunday. September 6tli. This
was also the Annual General Meeting of the Club. There was
a good attendance, but owing to some of the committee
being unable to attend, it was decided to postpone the re
election of officers until our next meeting.
The meeting was opened by the Chairman — Mr. W.
Snell. In a brief, but wellchosen speech, he spoke of the
pleasure he derived from our monthly meetings, and took
the opportunity to thank the members, and their wives, for
their unfailing support of the Club.
The Hon. Secretary gave a review of the year's work.
Membership was still growing. Although there was never a
great number of members present at any one meeting, lie
pointed out that different members turned up — some
after many months' absence — from time to time, thus
showing that their interest in the Club was still alive. Many
arc working in remote parts of the country. Some are in
the services and the Home Guard, while nearly all are doing
some job of war work. We assured these that the longer
they had to keep away, the greater would be their welcome
when they could turn up.
The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. J. Robert Protz, then gave
his financial
report. This was, indeed, encouraging, and was
in itself ample proof that The Queen's Own Social Club is
more alive and vigorous today than at any time since its
formation. We are going quietly and steadily ahead — pre
paring for that great day when once more we can all gather
together in one happy crowd, as wedid in those faroff days
of peace. We few old 'uns will continue to hold the fort
until that day arrives — and may it not be too far off.
The next meeting of the Club will be held on Sunday,
October 4th, at 12 noon, at the Brown Bear, High Street. S.E.8.
and oil Sunday, November 1st, we are looking forward with
much pleasure to a visit from the Chairman — Major A. H.
Bredon — and members of the London Branch. So. members
and any of the Regiment who may be on leave on these
dates, please book them, and come along for an hour.
We of the London Branch and The Queen's Own Social
Club send our greetings to all other Branches, to all ex
members of the old Regiment, and especially to our hoys
now serving.
PADDY DOYLE.



Provost Sergeant: "Hey. you can't go in there".
Recruit: "Why not?"
"Because that's the General's hut."
"Then why has he got Private on the door."
"Stop asking why, do you think I'm a fool?"
"I don't know yet, I only came here yesterday."
A Bombster asked for exemption from Church Parade,
on the grounds that he was an Agnostic.
"Don't you believe in the Ten Commandments?" asked
the SergeantMajor.
"Not me, sir," was the reply.
"Not even the rule about keeping the Sabbath?"
"No, sir."
The SergeantMajor smiled. "Ah, well, my lad. you're
just the very man I've been looking for to scrub out the
Sergeants' Mess".
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THOSE FRENCH HOLIDAY RESORTS
BY PRIVATE C. F. NASH.

It seems a long time ago when I look back on my honey
moon, although I was constantly reminded of the venue when
ever I left my house and closed the gate behind me, or o.i
entering the gate and standing in the perch before my fiont
dcor; ail correspondence whicn was undressed to the house
advertised the fact to the postman if he was geographically
minded, but it was not so blatantly evident as tne many
Clovellys, Lynmouths, Lyntons, and other favoured honeymoon
spots whose names are given to houses very new from the
builder's hands and which young couples are proud to
possess when they come back from their honeymoon to stait
their married Jives.
Not many people connected the name of my house with a
honeymoon resort because the place was known to so le^v, and
it is surprising how many have questioned me about its origin.
Oscar Wilde knew cf it, for he visited there when he was re
leased from an English
prison and often referred to
its amenities.
Today, millions knew of its whereabouts.
Radio and newspapers have seen to it that this once little
charming bathing spot Berneval, a few miles northeast of
Dieppe, is brought to the forefront of people's minds as the
place where so many of our Commandos lost their lives in an
attempt to destroy a large gun battery on the clifftop.
I was introduced to this lovely spot by a man who had be:n
holidaying in France from the 191418 war, and who knew
the places of interest and the so many bathing spots on that
part of the coast where sand and sea air, quietude, and easy
excursions throughout the pretty adjoining countiyside were
the recommendatory features.
Safely through the customs sheds in Dieppe, the hotel bus
met us at the point where the trains seem to loom up in .the
street—an extraordinary effect—and we were scon on our way
to one ol the only two hotels in Berneval, the Grand.
The
proprietor, M. Lambert, was an officer in the French Army
who lost a leg in the last war. He married an English woman,
and they started this small hotel which catered mostly for
English visitors, but had a few permanent boarders, as an
afterthewar investment.
Picturesquely French in build, this charming small hotel,
as I remember it. had a verandah at the front overlooking the
main street, along which visitors and sabotclad peasants
passed and fraternized, the English men and women in their
typically cut sports clothes contrasting with the simple dress
of the just as simple village folk, who were distinctive never
theless. Many pleasant hours we spent on that verandah
sipping an aperitif, perhaps to be called down by a passing
friend, who would not be denied until we had walked along
to the other hotel and drank a liqueur, vermouth, or bock as
the mood or time of day warranted it.
Every morning, as all holidaymakers did at Berneval, we
used to go down to the beach along a steep cutting in the
cliffs, and we spent lazy hours on the sandy plage with the
sheer precipitous chalk cliffs as a background, which made the
wearing of sunglasses advisable to the more thoughtful owing
to the accentuated glare of the sun, and also reflected the
heat of the sun with a fierce intensity which made you go
closer to the sea. Or when conditions got too hot below on
the shore, how pleasant it was to get on to the grassy clifftops,
where the sky seemed so much better if it was curdled with
cloud, and dig toes and elbows in the turf. The magnificent
vista to be gained cf the rugged coastline receding in the blue
and green of the sea, the delicate wall of spray at the edge.
How hungry we felt about 11 o'clock in the morning for the
first two or three days after the breakfast of rolls, butter, and
coffee', and how ravenous we were for our midday meal until
we grew accustomed to the French cuisine!
Fishing for crabs and lobsters and dredging mussels was
the principal occupation of the peasants besides farming,
while some locals were employed in Dieppe.
When we desired a change from the sand and sea and sun
bathing and motored to adjoining beauty spots, hew over
powering to the senses was the smell of the pine trees through
which we passed on the way to pretty St. Marguerite, where
the lighthouse is open to visitors and is a feature of the place.
Fashionable Pourville, where the gay bathing tents and gayer
parasols vied with the bright beachwear of the lounging holi
daymakers. Quieter Varangeville, but an ideal spot for a holi
day.
Farther inland, the old town of" Arques, with its
wonderful old castle, steeped in French history, the last Nor
man castle to surrender to the English in the Hundred Years
War.

But these pleasant bathingspots are no mere. Since the
capitulation of France and the occupation by the Nazis these
coastal resorts are manned by heavy gun emplacements trained
on the narrow English Channel, and are subjected to heavy
raids by our Bomber Command.
Remembering the steep cutting in the cliffs along which
we went down to the beacn, it is not difficult to visualize the
hard task which confronted cur Commando raiders when it
was made public knowledge that a battery of sixinch
howitzers was on the clifftop. The range of sea commanded
by the Germans from the 100ft. cliffs made the landing of
troops i. hazardous matter, and when it is known that unfor
tunately a prowling flotilla
cf Nazi Eboats and flakships
spotted our men just as they were 200 yards oilshore, it is
understandable hew the raid failed at that point, for, what
was very important, warning was given to the coastal batteries
guarding that area, and it is so essential that the element of
surprise features the Commando raids. So when the Com
mandos succeeded in landing on the beach at Berneval they
walked into a curtain of fire
which came from every arm the
enemy could muster.
Antiaircraft guns were even trained on
tne beach.
But that was the only incident of the raid which was a
glorious failure. Varangeville, Dieppe, pourville, Putts—all the
coastline in that sector was subjected to Commando activity
and bombardment by our naval forces which preceded the
landings. Tanks from landing craft rumbled over peacetime
plages, and with them went the Commandos and infantry
protected by an umbrella of aircraft—bombers and fighters—
which never before had been so strong.
Wartime smoke
screens took the place of peacetime sunshine, and was neces
sary to the success of the raid.
The Casino at Dieppe, where I had spent enjoyable even
ings, and many famous seafront hotels were damaged beyon'd
repair from the shellfire of our naval guns and the bombing
of our aircraft. The harbour frcm close inshore to three
miles out at sea was an amazing sight, for craft of all types
were lying there after having landed troops, tanks and equ.p
ment, protected overhead by innumerable aircraft.
Equally
amazing were the scenes on the beach and in the town; fight
ing an assault in the face of fierce
German resistance our
trcops, in handtohand fighting,
combined with tanks, in
flicted. heavy casualties and did much damage before being
withdrawn.
Commandos and men from a Canadian regiment destroyed
a battery of six 6inch naval guns and blew up an ammunition
dump at Varangeville.
Pourville was subjected to damage by
a landing force of Canadians, while another regiment of Cana
dians, alter being beaten back by beach defences, reformed
and forced their way into Puits, where they took prisoners and
inflicted casualties.
Historic Arques will still be mentioned in historybooks
of the future and keep its traditional connection with war as
the landingplace on the Arques River estuary of many of
our troops who fought their way into Dieppe and did much
damage before their scheduled evacuation.
I'll try not to disturb my memories of these once charming
bathingplaces even though the scars of war have touched
them—perhaps very little is left of them after their subjection
to such assaults as we have read and heard about. One day
maybe we'll go back to renew acquaintance with them.

EYES RIGHT

ON THIS
NOTICE.

If you want your Evening Wear,
Sports Wear, or in fact anything
Laundered expertly, send to the

Maidstone & District Laundry Co., Ltd.
Loose Road, Maidstone.
Telephone : Maidstone 3020
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RUSSIAN OIL
With the rapid advance of the Southern German group
of armies towards the Caucasus, the question of Soviet oil
resources has become of great topical interest. What would
be the position if the enemy should penetrate across the
Caucasus Mountains and seize the great oilfields there?
Would he gain much thereby? Would Russia be crippled, or
her war effort have to be seriously curtailed, in this event
uality?
There are six main areas of Russia where oil is found in
considerable quantities. Of these far the largest and best de
veloped is in fact the area to the south of the Caucasus
Mountains. The main centre of the oil producing and refin
ing industry there is about Baku, on the Caspian Sea behind
the eastern end of the range; from there oil can be piped
to Batum on the Black Sea behind the opposite end of the
range for the use of the Black Sea Fleet. Much of it how
ever goes by rail to Makhach Kala, the Caspian port on the
north side of the mountains, whence a pipe line—now pre
sumably out of action—runs north west by way of Armavir
to Rostov. Oil is also shipped by tanker direct from Baku or
from Makhach Kala to the port of Astrakhan at the mouth
of the Volga, whence it is sent by river craft or rail up into
the interior of the country. Yet another route for it is from
Bakn or Makhach Kala to Cliapayev, at the northeast corner
of the Caspian Sea, whence a railway and a pipe line carries
it to Orskrt. on the east side of the Ural Mountains.
Of these possible routes the pipe line to Rostov is the
only one that! the Russians have yet been definitely lost, but
it seems likely that apart from what may be required at
Batum for the Black Sea Fleet, and by their Caucasus army
for its own use, most of the Caucasus oil is now sent by the
sea routes across the Caspian. Even these sea routes cannot
be regarded as very secure; there are tankers enough to carry
it all, but these will be liable to heavy air attack by the enemy
as soon as he can make the necessary aircraft available
for the purpose. He may soon be able to seize the port of
Makhach Kala, which would throw all the tanker traffic back
to Baku; he may also be able to reach the Volga line at or
above Astrakham, which would leave the Caucasus oil only
one route, that from Baku to Chapayev, which would be
highly dangerous as well as circuitous.
This position would be the more serious because the Cau
casus fields
provide for the largest part of Russia's total oil
supply. Its annual yield amounts to close on 25 million tons,
about 70 per cent of the whole of her production. The Ger
man High Command decided wisely enough when it planned
to strike at this vital area in Russia's war economy.
Already, even if it goes no further, the enemy's Caucasus
drive has deprived Russia of a considerable portion—about
10 per cent of her oil supply. Tire field
of Maikop has al
ready been actually occupied, and that of Grozny is closely
menaced, as probably to be unusable; these produce between
them about 4 million tons normally. It is worth noting that
all the Rumanian oilfields, the most prolific oilproducing
area now at German disposal, only yield about 5 million tons
a year.
The other and smaller Russian oil areas all lie close to
or beyond the Urals, at present well out of German reach.
Three of these, those in the Emba area northeast of the
Caspian, the Central Asian fields
about Bokhara and Kho
kand. and those in Sakhalin island, off the Maritime province
in Siberia, produce between them 2 million tons a year. The
great UralVolga area about Perm, Kuibisliev, and Uralsk,
however, is highly important, producing close on 7 millinon
tons, about 6 per cent of the total Russian output. This
yield is on the increase, and rose by an average of about 10
per cent during July, some of the establishments claiming
a much larger percentage of rise. But at present the total
of the nonCaucasian oil fields
is little more than double
that of the north Caucasian area, now as good as lost, and
not even a third of that of the Caucasus itself.
It may be safely said that Russia's oil losses, however
great they may be, will be only indirectly Germany's gain.
It is known that the Maikop oil field
has been thoroughly
and systematically devastated; all the pumping machinery
has been wrecked, and the shafts of the wells have been filled
up with cement, which it will be a slow and difficult job to
clear. It is probable that the Grozny oil field
is now being
treated in the same way, in view of the likelihood of its cap
ture by the enemy. He can no doubt clear the well shafts
in time, though it will certainly take him months to do so,
but the question of refining the crude oil from these wells
will still remain; indeed it will be the most difficult part of
his problem. The Caucasus oil is at present refined in the

area itself, at Krasnodar, at Armavir, and at Tuapse, north
of the Caucasus range, and at the centres of Batum and Baku
to the south of it. There are other refineries at Makhach Kala
port and at Krasnovodsk east of the Caspian. So far the
enemy has captured no refineries in Russia, except small
ones at Kherson in the Crimea. Kiev and Kharkov, and
nothing but the ruins and ashes of these was left to him.
He will certainly get little more than this, whatever new
captures he may make. That would mean that any oil he may
eventually secure from the Caucasus fields
will have to be
transported elsewhere for refining. It Is doubtful if there
are sufficient Axis tankers available to carry it across the
Black Sea to the Danube for refining either in the Rumanian
plants or elsewhere in central Europe, and its carriage by
rail would be a difficult and lengthy undertaking. From all
this it may safely be said that Germany's hopes of securing
any great quantity of oil from the Caucasus for a long time
to come can only be slender, and her prospects of being able
to make full or immediate use of any she does eventually
get slenderer still.
But how would the loss of the Caucasian oil effect Rus
sia? Would she be able to carry on a prolonged and inten
sive war effort without it? There is a good reason to believe
so. There is a fair possibility that development of the eastern
oil fields,
if it could be carried out rapidly and inten
sively, would more than compensate for all that she has
lost or may yet lose in the Caucasus. Moreover, against
Russia's greatly increased military consumption of oil must
be set the fact that civilian peacetime consumption has
been, and is still further being, cut down. It was reduced
by a fifth
between 1939 and 1941; It has probably now fal
len by as much again. Russian agriculture, it is true, is now
largely mechanized and consumed no less than 20 million
tons a year in peace. But the loss of the giant corn belts of
the Ukraine and the Don country—to which the Kuban must
now be added, and possibly part of the Volga territory may
soon have to be—however lamentable, will at least have the
useful effect of considerably reducing this consumption, per
haps by as much as half, and making what is thereby saved
available for military purposes. Also the export trade, which
had already been drastically cut down from the high figure
of over 5 million tons in 1938, fell to vanishing point with
the outbreak of war with Germany. No doubt much of this
has been placed in the oil reserves, which are known to bo
very large and well dispersed, for easy despatch to wherever
it may be needed. The exact amount of these reserves is not
known; in 1938 it was estimated at some 10 million tons; it
is certainly far larger now. It is not to be supposed that the
Soviet Government, whose prudent and farsighted prepar
ation for war was so allembracing and complete as to sur
prise her friends and foes alike, has omitted to provide
adequately for this most vital of all her needs, even in the
most unlikely and adverse of eventualities.
It may be assumed then that even if Germany should
succeed in completely overrunning the Caucasus, she her
self will be able to get no immediate and not very much
future benefit from it in the form of the oil that she so
much needs, nor can she have any hope of crippling or even
seriously hampering the Russian war effort thereby for at
least a considerable time to come.
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THEIR ROYAL HIGHNESSES TAKEN WITH A GROUP OF

OFFICERS on May 22nd. 1937, at SHORNCLIFFE.

THE PRESENTATION OF COLOURS TO THE 1st BATTALION AT SHORNCLIFFE, MAY, 1938.
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symbol of high office
which is borne with such great
pomp and solemnity before
the civic dignitaries of our
land., was formerly a common
place weapon of offence.
It was customary, in olden
times, for the bodyguards of
exalted personages to carry a
heavy club with which to clear
a path through the narrow,
crowded °tfeets. This club was
the forerunner of the mace—a
more ornate weapon, but none
the less formidable.
In the skilled hands of the
craftsman the lumbering club
became a thing of beauty and
a treasured work of art.
Today such craftsmen are re
versing the process, lending
their skill to the fashioning of
instruments of defence and
offence ... so that they
may all the sooner return
to producing maces . . .
and other things of beauty.

The City of' London possesses more
than thirty maces, one of which—
the Mace of the Ward of Cheap
—is illustrated here. A superb
example of British craftsmanship.

THE GOLDSMITHS &SILVERSMITHS
COMPANY LTD
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Editorial

PRISONERS OF WAR FUND

Although we welcome another Issue of The Queen's Ow?z
Gazette ancl thank the contributors — so few in number,
alas! — for their articles ancl information of members of
the Regiment, we still think that all who could help us in
our search for articles of interest and chatty paragraphs are
not pulling their weight in assisting the stalwarts to keep
the regimental journal alive.

Since the last issue of the Q.O.G. we are pleased to tell
our readers that another large consignment of books has
been forwarded to all our Officers, N.C.O.s, and men. who
are Prisoners of War in Germany. We are still receiving re
plies telling us of the safe arrival and good reading of pre
vious lots. This is very encouraging for us at this end —
hence the speedy order to our wholesale bookseller — and
— we hope — a good collection of books for Christmas read
ing.

We are anxious to publish, as far as security of censor
ship allows us, articles of interest and information regarding
all ranks of The Queen's Own, and we hope that Battalion
and Depot correspondents will give their cooperation in
making the Gazette as readable and interesting as is pos
sible under the difficult present conditions. Any help in the
way of literary contributions will be gladly accepted in our
effort to produce a regimental journal contributed by mem
bers of the Regiment.
The Colonel of the Regiment, General Sir Charles Bon
ham  Carter, G.O.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., visited the Depot early
in the month and presided at an enjoyable dinner in the
Officers Mess. The Band were in attendance ancl played
throughout. Sir Charles met the Sergeants and Warrant Offi
cers in their Mess, and also made a tour of the Prisoners of
War Department, showing great interest in the despatching
of parcels at the packing centre.
A letter was received from Lieut.Col. E. J. Newall, once
of the Regiment, but transferred to another serving in the
Near East. He mentioned that recently he spent a time with
the 2nd Battalion and recognized most of the N.C.O.s as be
ing at the Depot about 19345. In Lieut.Col. E. J. Newall's
words, "I was very impressed with all I saw." Through the
medium of The Queen's Own Gazette he sends his remem
brances to all old friends.
Not much Battalion news is on hand this month, and in
the series "The Years Between" we produce a fullpage photo
graph of the Band and Drums of the 1st Battalion who were
stationed at Agra. India, in 1920; we also give prominence
to a group of officers in Palestine, 1938.

Social and Personal
We had a pleasant letter from Mrs. Hasler acknowledging
the delivery of the Queen's Own Gazette and enclosing
cheque for subscription, and wishing us to forward the
Gazette to her son 2nd Lieut. K. A. Hasler, who is serving
in India. In a recent letter she received from him 2nd Lieut.
Hasler sent greetings and best wishes to the 70th Battalion.
He also gave news of 2nd Lieut. Derek Ruffell, who was of
the 70th Battalion and is now serving in India.
His many friends of the Regiment will regret to learn
of the death during his cadetship of D. Walkingshaw. who
was once of the 70th Battalion. At the time of his death
D. Walkingshaw was serving in India.

Our President — General Sir Charles BonhamCarter,
G.C.B. C.M.G. D.S.O, paid us another visit at the P.O.W.
Office and Packing centre, and was interested in all he
saw. We do like these visits, and would welcome all mem
bers of the "Queen's Own" to call and see for themselves
what we are actually doing for the men "over there."
We again most earnestly appeal to all Battalions to give
us that little extra financial support asked for — as our
responsibilities are growing, and we must continue to give
our boys on the other side the best possible.
R.L.
PRISONERS OP WAR FUND.
£ s. d.
Balance as per last account
DONATIONS : —
Mrs.
Vandenberg
7 G
Col. Fardington
6 0 8
Major Easson
1 1 0
Mrs.
10 0
Mr. & Mrs. Sweeney
10 0
Mr.
2 6
Mrs. Mitchell
15 0
Air.
7 0
Airs. E. Williams
8 0
Mrs. Withers, Airs. Webb, Mrs. Vawdry
15 0
Airs. Doney
6 0
Airs. Couchman
10 0
Airs.
10 0
Mrs.
5 0
Mrs. Walker
4 4 0
Mrs.
2 6
Mrs. Southgate
2 6
Airs.
10 0
Capt. Roberts
2 0 0
Mrs. Briggs
4 0
Miss
5 0
Personal Parcel Donations
Subscriptions from Battalions
Proceeds of Dance
Proceeds of Concert (half share)
Sale of Waste Paper
Collection Boxes

£
s. d.
1851 16 4

19 15
2 12
198 0
3 15
3 7
1 4
19

0
6
4
4
6
0
0

£2081 10

0

210 8
27 16
1843 5

7
4
1

£2081 10

0

PAYMENTS.
Goods for personal parcels
Postage. Stationery and Insurance
Balance in hand
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THE ROLL OF HONOUR
SOLDIERS AND

AUXILIARIES.

THE QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT REGIMENT.
KILLED.
Pte. R. D. Kent.

Pte. E. G. Hill.
DIED.
THE QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT REGIMENT.
Cadet D. W. Walkinshaw.
Pte. L. Auvray.
Pte. P. McGarth.
DIED OP' WOUNDS.
THE QUEEN'S OWN ROYAL WEST KENT REGIMENT.
Corpl. J. W. A. Comfort.
KILLED IN THE MIDDLE EAST.
His wife has received the news that Pte. Richard Fredk.
Ellett was killed in action in the Middle East early !n
September.
Pte. Ellett was with The Queen's Own Royal West Kent
Regiment for 18 months prior to leaving England last May.
WOUNDED.
T/Capt. G. W. Duffield.
Official notification has been received that Pte. G. Best,
of The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, has been
wounded in the Middle East.
PRISONER OF WAR.
Latest casualty list states that Pte. C. Levett, of The
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, is a prisoner of
war.
FAMILY
Pte.

Jack

EAGER FOR

Banfield

NEWS.

Reported

Missing.

The wife and parents of Pte. Jack
Banfield, Signals H.Q., have been officially
informed that he is missing.
Pte. Banfield was serving in the M.E.F.
Pte. Banfield served for some time in
the Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regi
ment prior to being transferred to Signals
H.Q., and left this country in July last,
and was last heard of on August 30th.

PTE. J. BANFIELD

His family, who live at 153, Coombe
Road, Maidstone, would be very grateful
for any news of him.

A MOTHER'S ANXIETY.
Son

Missing

in

Desert

Fighting.

Mrs. A. Swatton, 2, Hills' Cottages,
London
Road,
Maidstone, has been
officially informed that her son, Pte.
Leonard Swatton, aged 22, of
The
Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regi
ment. was reported missing on Septem
ber 4th, in the Middle East. She would
be grateful for any news of him from
his comrades.
Pte, Swatton, who was educated at
St.
Michael's
and
Tonbridge
Road
Schools, joined the Army two years ago
from Tovil Mill, for whom he played
football.
He is one of five
sons, four of whom
are in the Forces. One of the brothers
is in the Middle East with The Buffs. PTE. L. SWATTON.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN MIDDLE EAST.
The King has approved the following award in recogni
tion of gallant and distinguished service in the field,
in the
Middle East:— Corpl. B. Bell, The Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment.

DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT.
Pte. George Boorman, of The Queen's
Own Royal West Kent Regiment, recently
has been signalled out for 'distinguished
conduct ancl coolness under fire,
while
serving in the Middle East; since May he
has been employed as a stretcherbearer.
While his Battalion had gone out on a
night attack to capture a strongly fortified
post he became separated from his Medi
cal Officer and fellow stretcherbearer in
H the confusion of the darkness and gunfire,
and alone he tended the wounded and
helped their comrades to get them to
safety.
Heavy enemy mortar fire
was setting
vehicles ablaze and illuminating the area
under fire,
but despite the heavy shelling
Boorman carried on with his duty of
ministering to the wounded men. and set
an example of bravery which called forth
the following statement from his officer:—
PTE. G. BOORMAN. "I saw Pte. Boorman walking about in
the fiercest
gunfire, going from wounded
man to wounded man, helping theon all he could and getting
their comrades to drag them away."
Called up as a Territorial, Boorman joined the Regiment
on the outbreak of war, and saw service in France up to the
Dunkirk evacuation. His home is at East Peckham, near Ton
bridge, Kent, where, prior to his callup, he was employed in
the leather trade at the local tanyard.

CORRESPONDENCE
A TRIBUTE FROM THE DESERT.
We are very pleased to publish the following, received
in this office recently. It speaks volumes that a Northerner
should voluntarily transfer to The Queen's Own Royal West
Kent Regiment and be able to settle down happily amongst
men mostly strange to him. A tribute to the Regiment and
the man himself.
3974542 Cpl. P. P. Williams.
Signals, H.Q. Company,
4th Batt. The Queen's Own
Royal West Kent Regt.,
Middle East Forces.
14th September, 1942.
Dear MAJOR BROOKS,
I am a comparatively new recruit to your Regiment,
having joined you from the Welch Regt. last March. I have
had such an interesting and enjoyable time, however, and
found the men very cheerful and friendly even in the "not
soperfect" conditions in the Egyptian Desert, that I feel
I must express my appreciation of the Regiment through the
medium of the Q.O.G.
We occasionally receive copies of the abovenamed journal
in the desert, and they are very welcome, believe me. I
have in front of me at the moment the May issue, and
heartily endorse the decision to issue the Gazette quarterly,
instead of withdrawing it altogether.
Considering everything, life out here runs along fairly
smoothly. "Everything" includes the heat, the dust, the flies
(the Egyptian "nuisanc^" trio!)_ and a spot of action we
were in recently, from which I expect a number of the men
will receive decorations.
I based my decision to join the Royal West Kents on
other than merely sentimental considerations (I am a
Northerner actually), but I~ may add that Lieut.Colonel
W. P. Oliver, who was the Commanding Officer of my previous
unit, also influenced my decision. I have, incidentally, written
a letter to him by the same post, addressed to the Barracks,
and I should be much obliged if you would forward it to
him.
I will write and keep you informed of my, and my com
rades,' activities whenever possible, meantime, cheerio.
Very sincerely yours,
PHILIP P. WILLIAMS.

THE QUEEN'S OWN GAZETTE.

News from
The outstanding event this month—though not, strictly
speaking, a military one—has been the visit of the Queen's
Own Royal West Kent band to our station.
They arrived here on Friday, September 25th, and that
evening gave their first
performance—the Beating of Retreat—
in the High Street. That night they held the first
of four
dances, and this one, in view of the price of the tickets, was
called "Select." On the following evening a small band of
five played at a dance given by the Officers of the Battalion.
The Officers have to thank Mrs. Ross and Mrs. Maddock for
their kindness and generosity which made possible the not
able success of the evening.
Sunday found the band leading the Battalion to Church
Parade, and they also accompanied the hymns. That night
they gave a concert to a packed house at the Town Hall. Be
sides the band's own performance—and need I recall to
readers such old favourites as the sketch of a lady having a
bath and the swing version of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony—
both the townsfolk and the Battalion itself contributed their
talent. Two local girls gave a most professional display of
tapdancing. Master Billy Hughes, aged nine, brought the
house down with his songs. Private Skinner and Private
Rosenberg, both singly and together, produced innumerable
wisecracks, and 2nd/Lieut. Merry drew a great cheer by sing
ing "Drink to me only with thine eyes."
On Monday and Tuesday the band played at a couple of
dances, and on Monday afternoon it introduced a fast and
keenly disputed football match between the Battalion and a
Battalion of the Black Watch. We unfortunately lost 3—2,
but the winning goal was scored only in the last ten minutes
after a game which had swung rapidly from one end of the
field to the other. The last two performances of the Band
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Battalions
were given at a very successful Sergeants' Mess dance on
Wednesday and a farewell Beating of Retreat on Thurs
day evening. Now peace and quiet have descended upon us
once more, but we feel all the better for a week of colour,
music and enjoyment. Our thanks go to the Band and Band
master, naturally, and also to our Entertainments Officer,
2nd/Lieut. RoyalDawson.
Farming has been another occupation of the Battalion
during this month, and quite a high percentage have been
engaged upon it. "Stooking" and "leading in" have been new
work for most of them, but they soon got into the swing of
it, and apart from some blistered hands and a sore back or
two, are thoroughly enjoying it. Some of them have even
been known to refuse leave, but they won't say whether it's
just the carefree life that attracts them, or a Land Girl. At
all events, every soldier giving a hand to the farmers with
harvesting is helping to make sure this country doesn't starve
this winter.
It must not be supposed that dancing and farming have
taken up the whole of the Battalion's time. On the contrary
we have continued our customary hard work, of which Bat
talion and Company exercises, officers T.E.W.Ts. and twenty
fivemile
routemarches are only routine examples. Unfortun
ately we cannot mention, for obvious reasons, the more in
teresting and serious sides of our existence.
Two new officers have joined the strength of the Bat
talion — Lieut. Cassidy and 2nd/Lieut. Wright — but both
immediately vanished on courses or on leave, so we've hardly
had time to welcome them or wish them luck. Promotions
among N.C.Os. have been coming fast and thick. Colour
Sergeant Blackmoor, an old member of the 1st Battalion, has
joined H.Q. Company from another Battalion.

THE YEARS BETWEEN

PALESTINE, 1938.

BAND AND DRUMS,

1st BATTALION,

AGRA,

INDIA,

1920.

THE QUEEN'S' OWN GAZETTE.
This article should have appeared in last month's edition,
but dnfortunately we had gone to press when it arrived in
this office.—Editor.
BILL BROWN, CORPORAL TWEENIE .... AND ME.
THE OLD AND BOLD IN THE HOME GUARD.
Funny how chaps get their nicknames. Of course, it's
easy , to see how young Lingham comes to be called "Lanky,"
or old Forestier "pullthrough" — you've only got to look
at 'em to see why. But it took me a long time to fathom
out how "Corky" Mepham got his; and it seems it's a long
sort of story too. 'Cos bottles and corks mean less than
nothing to him, though most fellows who've done as much
seafaring as "Corky" has, can smell a cprk a tidy way off.
But it appears lie and some pals got trouble in a rowboat
somewhere out East, when oh a bit of a trip on shore leave,
and that boat wasn't exactly seaworthy, especially after
they'd bumped over a few bits of rough stuff when they
landed in a littlerocky sort of cove. I didn't get this from
him, mind you, and the tales vary, hut the gist of 'em Is
that but for "Corky" corking that old tub with heaven knows
what, him and his pals would still be playing Robinson
Crusoe — more or less. And I'm not so sure that Corky
would have stuck a diet of cocoanuts and such like for long,
seeing how he dribbles at the mention of a nice juicy steak
—not that most of us don't water at the mouth a bit when .
the said longforgotten article of diet creeps into the con
versation.
And that reminds me of the night, we were out in a
little spinney near Coombe Wood looking for the enemy—
or rather listening for 'em. We found out afterwards that
they had had the scheme cancelled and we hadn't, but we
didn't know it at the time and all we heard was a crafty
old dogfox barking about. Anyway, we got a bit fed up un
til BillBrown got going, telling us of an infallible way jot
catching a nice pheasant for Sunday dinner.
"You can't fall, if you do it right" he says. "All you
want Is a long stick, a 50cigarette tin lid and a bit of sul
phur; and a decent sized sack to take 'em home in. Well,
you want to wait till it's nearly dark and you waches 'em
fly into roost—of course, it's best when there's a bit of a
moon, then you can spot pretty near which trees they go
to, and anyway, most old birds are a bit silly when the
moon's about — like some people I know" — he looks around
at each of us at this, meaningly like—"besides, you want a
bit of light In the sky when you.look up through the branches
to spot 'em."
"When they've had time to settle theirselves, you creeps
in as quiet as you can under the trees you think they're In
and waits a bit to get your eyes used to it. You'll soon spot
'em then — they always roost about the same height, 7 or
8 feet up and just a bit away from the trunk. Next you
lights your little bit of sulphur under your mac and pokes
your stick up till the sulphur's just under his nose—and
that's all there is to It. He just drops into your arms, you
twist his neck and jy>ps him into the sack and passes on to
the next one. Treat him the same — and so on till the sack's
full. And don't they eat tasty too, when you gets 'em like that."
Easy, ain't it? But I haven't heard that there's been a
rush for sulphur at the chemist's. Maybe we wonder what
the birds are going to do when we light the match down
below 'em; and anyway, don't birds sleep with heads under
their wing?—a bit of a game holding the sulphur tin under
it, eh? Still, it amused Bill to tell the tale and it amused
us to hear it. Not that he stopped there, only the other
stories wouldn't look too good in print.
Well, I shan't be able to tell you about Wezzie any
more; he's left us for the Coastguard Reserve, where I must
admit he'll be more. use, 'cos he's pretty hot stuff at ship
recognition. We'd hoped to say "Au revoir" ta him in the
Canteen, but I guess Wezzie's got a wee bit of Northo'the
Tweed in him. Still, we said au revoir to him without him,
if you get what I mean, not that there was much "elbow
room" that evening, it being a bit hot and close.
I fancy we've got a good bit of material, in Wezzie's re
placement, though. His name's Tassell, which seems appro
priate, for as far as we can see from his first parade, he's
still attached to mother's apron strings. If you ask me, them
strings is going to get cut before long—I saw old Bill Brown
eyeing him and, as for Tweenie (Tassell's put In his section),
his mouth positively watered, and the, rest of the section all
helped* him with good advice about putting his webbing
equipment together, so I guess it'll take him some time to
get It done. Bounds a bit of a shame don't it? But you need
n't worry. We'll soon know if he's got guts or savvy, and i:
he has, well, he'll be O.K.—and if he hasn't, I reckon he'li
soon be taught some.
Till next month, salaams, chums!
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BILL BROWN, CORPORAL TWEENIE .... AND ME.
THE OLD AND BOLD IN THE HOME GUARD.
I've just realised that I haven't had much to say so
far about our more senior Officers, although we have plenty
of chance to appraise 'em, 'specially as most of 'em are not
averse to accepting a pint at our expense in the Canteen.
The majority of 'em, too, we come across out of uniform in
the course of our "civvy" life.
Well, what made me think of it was wondering if I
could tell you about the defence of "Potter's Post" without
bein' too/hard on Potter — Potter bein' Major Potter, and
Potter's Post an imaginary strongpoint  selected by Potter
for purposes of "The Scheme". I said "imaginary" meanln'
it's not one of our nodal points, tho' some (and I must
confess I was one) thought that it was the "strong" part
of it that was imaginary.
A prettier piece of work I've never seen — we can sure
hand the palm to Potter's fatigue party (pardon! "volun
teers") that spent the previous  weekend constructing it.
Talk about the roses round the door! It' looked Al, and
no kiddin'. No one would have spotted it if they hadn't
chucked the spoil around so freely and made such a glaring
gap in the hedge nearby. As it was, when we were half a
mile off, those lumps of new earth shouted out, "Strong
point hereabouts",, tho* until we were much nearer, they
certainly took our 'attention off the actual spot. Mind you,
there were jolly good fields of view and of fire, and. when
eventually we saw it in detail, it really was a good job and
well sited, but oh! why the heck didn't they realise that
it had got to have communication with H.Q.? — no signallers
available at the time incidentally — and that was why
Potter's Post was soon spotted and its imaginary strength
overcome.
;
It's too long a tale to tell just how it fell. Once we'd
spotted it, Higgins (that's our company secondincommand,
and hot stuff at fieldcraft,
I can tell you) made his dis
positions in about five minutes and we were all in position
twenty minutes later. We patted ourselves on the back about
that, too, *008 the defenders; so it turned out, only spotted
one section definitely after we were in position, tho' they
did see us move off, but dared not fire for fear of glvin'
theirselves away.
It was when they saw us moving off that a couple of
runners went back to H.Q. — over the top, if you please,
when it would have been easy to have had a crawl trench
back to the hedge, with a bit of camouflage.
My little lot of chaps had the honour of going in at
the end from the left rear and doin' the gory part of the
busiiness, with appropriate vocal accompaniment — not
that all of us had breath enough left to be raucous as well
as rapid; 'streuth! the slaughter was terrible!
When It boiled down to facts, Potter's Post was one of
the best lessons "D" Company have ever had. Cunning old
Potter at the powwow the following week, made out he'd
left the spoil about and omitted the crawl trench, just to
call attention to the seriousness of these faults . . . and
I'm not so sure that he didn't hear one of his fatigueparty
chaps say "You're tellin' us".
But, get old Potter on the . . . Light Automatic, and
he's the goods; and he can always cut the bull out of the
target on the miniature range, too, so you see he's got
sight, if not foresight.
"What price old Nash", young Bale said when we were
waiting to fall in last training night.
"What about him?" says Mac.
"'Aven't' you 'eard?" says Bale, "'Es chucked in his
blinkin' commission".
"What?" says Mac. "Old Nash has?"
"Yes, and nobody don't seem to know why, neither.
Anyway, I see him Sunday, diggin' away with the rest on
"B" Company's post and his crown down."
"Blimey, what a pity," chips in Tufty Atkins, "and 'im the
best soldier of the whole damn bunch. Somethin' serious must
'ave got 'is goat".
Yes, Major Nash, SecondinCommand,. was back in the
ranks and no one knows how or why. And what Tufty says
is true, he is a Jolly fine soldier. When equipment, rifles and
all the howd'yedo's that L.D.Vs. needed were scarce, old
Nash's blokes got 'em first
when they did come along. He
had a training programme from the day he first got a stripe,
and that's a long time ago now. There were darn few of his
chaps that didn't know every tree, path or twitten in the
area before he'd been in the unit a month. Yes, Nash was
keen — still is, too.
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"How about that time we went on the outdoor range
at the Brambles. I'll bet there were thirty of us. and Old
Nashy stood us all drinks at The Arches" — this from Bill
Brown, sucking his moustache. '"Must have cost him a tidy
penny."
"I wemember all wight," says Pull Through. "We went in
Fweddie Wood's lowwy — I've still got the cawns on my
whatname. Can't make out why they don't issue cushions,
air, twoops for the use in lowwies, of."
"Well," chips in Sailor Willoughby, "he can see a joke,
that's more than some of you can. When we was up at
Dursham he was showing us how to move behind low cover,
and his stern showed over the top, so Mr. Peggory shouts at
him, 'Keep your great
down. You're showing about
fourteen pounds of rump steak.' 'So would you,' mumbles
Old Nash, with his face in the grass, 'If you'd got a brewer's
goitre like mine. Anyway, you can't keep your pants up
without braces.' Which was one in at Mr. Peggory, him only
taking grapefruit.
'"But Mr. Peggory didn't let it rest at that.
" 'You'd have had your brains shot out by now, my boy,'
he retorts. 'I know I should,' splutters Old Nash, with a
mouthful of dandelion, 'if I kept 'em where you do yours'
— and he goes on crawling better'n most chaps half his
age could."
All we hope is that Potter doesn't take his place.
Thursday night we had two absentees — Nat Meopham
and Sam Clarke (not "Nobby" this time). And I bet you
can't guess why. Seems to me there must be some special
influence in our platoon attracting our chaps towards the
fair sex, 'cos not only were Nat and Sam away on their
honeymoons, but both Male, and Corky have become fathers
this past fortnight as well — good show, chaps.
Of course, Nat getting spliced is the scream. He's not
exactly young or handsome, and they do say that the horsey
young lady with the nice figure hooked him 'cos he's so
well breeched. Be that as it may, I've heard more than one
speak enviously of old Nat. Good luck to him.
The fellows in the platoon sent him a very useful little
article as a present. I can just see his face when he found
what it was. Still, he can take a joke; and I'll bet he gets
even when he's back.
You know the duty that so often in the last war made
Alf suddenly finish
off his letters home to mother, don't you?
What, you don't? Didn't you ever click for Canteen Fatigue,
otherwise known as Wallop Sampling?
I'm off on that now. So long.



N.A.A.F.I. ODD JOBS
By H.H.
The civilian thinks of N.A.A.F.I. in terms of "soldier's
canteen," and even the soldier himself—though he may know
the vital role played by N.A.A.F.I. in messing, sport and
entertainment—is unaware of the 'diversity of jobs performed
by the Corporation.
Even the soldier may not know, for instance, that the
analytical Chemists who test manufactured commodities in
N.A.A.F.I.'s foodtesting laboratory also tests various types of
webbingequipment cleaner on behalf of the War Office; and
that in this same laboratory is tested—for waterproofing and
durability—tentingcanvas for the Army's summer camps.
Jobs like these seem a far cry from ordinary canteen
management, but they are just two cf the "odd jobs" in the
daily round of the vexsatile N.A.A.F.I.
In the realm of sport, N.A.A.F.I.'s work is already well
known. But its Sports Department—supplying games equip
ment to all the Services at home and abroad, to prisoners of
war through the Red Cross, to wounded in military hospitals
and hospital ships—attends to a number of interesting side
issues. For example, it supplies the "tracksuits," a sort of
twill battledress, used in the training of paratroops.
It co
operates with the Services Sports Officers in devising new
games and new apparatus. One example was "Scramball," a
form of wcmen's "rugger," officially adopted as a standard
game for the Women's Services.
Hundreds of "N.A.A.F.I.
designed" boxingrings, hurdles and other types of apparatus
are in use among the Forces, while the Sports Department
deals with such requests as baseball for the U.S. troops, ice
skates for the Iceland Forces, games likely to appeal to the

Empire's coloured trcops, and the national games of our
European allies.
When isolated units cannot buy wirelessvalves locally for
communal wirelesssets, it is N.A.A.F.I. who supplies them.
Add to this particular maintenanceservice the tuning of
pianos and overhauling of billiardtables, and ycu begin to
realise that of the 70,000 people in N.A.A.F.I. today, those
engaged on purveying the "cup o' chah" and "slice o' wad"
are not the only people who matter.
Oil the airsea rescuefloats moored off our coasts for the
use of airmen forced down on the sea you find
emergency
rationpacks, watertight and airtight, containing beverages,
food and smokes to sustain the airmen until they are taken
off the floats
by rescuecraft. It was N.A.A.F.I. who made up
some of the first
samplepacks of this type. And again, on
the R.A.F. side, special rationpacks — or "nosebags" — for
bomber crews going out to raid enemy territory have also
been packed by N.A.A.F.I.
The soldier, seeing N.A.A.F.I. as part of his everyday life,
may overlook the! fact that what is being done for him by the
"Forces' universal provider" is also being done for the airman
and sailor. The sailor can get a haircut, shave or beardtrim
in N.A.A.F.I. barbersliops established in shoreinstitutes.
Aboard all the big vessels of the Royal Navy are not only
canteens but bookstalls and libraries, and sodafountains
with apparatus constructed to withstand ships' vibration and
gunfire shock, all part of the world's most efficient and com
plete canteen service.
Even on the "iron road" N.A.A.F.I. is at work. On troops'
longdistance leavetrains crossing the country from North to
South, from East to West, it conducts buffetcars serving thou
sands of "refreshments on the run."
The Forces' official canteen organisation is masterly in its
bright ideas, magic in its improvisation. A bulkissue store
was built on the Gold Coast in four weeks—out of aeroplane
packingcases.
A Western Desert canteen was run in the
fuselage of an aeroplane. When tumblers became unobtain
able in the Middle East, N.A.A.F.I. made them out of cut
down bottles with the edges milled smooth.
Tiie care and thought expended upon the institute ser
vice of hundreds of backroom experts give the cup of tea and
humblest cake a romantic aspect.
The introduction of
national flour,
and restriction of various cakemaking in
gredients meant another "odd job" for the cookery specialists
—graduates of domestic science colleges—at N.A.A.F.I.'s train
ing centres;
their job was to devise new recipes.
In
N.A.A.F.I.'s teablending department you would have seen
recently a sample of tea being tested after it had been flown
from Ceylon by airmail. It was being tested in London be
fore N.A.A.F.I. officials in Ceylon were given the authority to
ship it direct ta Middle East Forces.
To overlook no detail in making things easier for the
troops is N.A.A.F.I.'s major aim. When American troops first
came to Northern Ireland, simple guides—solving currency
problems and explaining badges of rank for our visitors —
appeared on canteen walls; just another "thought" that con
tributes to hundredpercent. service.
The hardworking N.A.A.F.I. girls also carry out subsidiary
tasks to aid the national effort, "odd jobs" far removed from
canteen routine.
In the first
three months of 1942 they sold
300,000 sixpenny savingsstamps across the canteen counters,
doubling their previous record.
When the families of male civilians were evacuated from
menaced Gibraltar, leaving men who had worked on the Rock
for years with nobody to tend to their needs, N.A.A.F.I. was
called in to start a communal restaurant capable of feeding
600 "grass widowers"; eventually N.A.A.F.I. organised feeding
arrangements for 6,000 people with a choice of English and
Spanish dishes. That was a striking example of the emergency
jobs N.A.A.F.I. has frequently had to face. Another was an
allnight mobilecanteen service for troops fighting
moorland
fires in the North of England.
No matter what the "odd job" may be, N.A.A.F.I. can
tackle it well and in the shortest possible time. It truly lives
up to the title given to it by a military historian—"all things
to all serving men."

4
On a sentimental pilgrimage to their old home town an
old soldier and his wife lingered at a street corner.
"Do you remember, John," the wife sighed sentimentally,
"We always used to meet here, when we were courting?"
"Yes, my dear," replied the old soldier, "but that sign
wasn't there then," and he pointed to the notice, which read:
DANGEROUS CORNER — GO SLOW.
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ROYAL STAR HOTEL
KING'S HALL BALLROOM

MAIDSTONE
EACH WEEKDAY
(Tdhursday excepted)
6.30 p.m to / 0 p.m.

DANCING
In the {Magnificent Fully Licensed {Ballroom.
TICKETS:
{Monday, Tduesday, 2/~, Forces J16.
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 2/6, Forces 2/Right of Admission Reserved.


RESTAURANT.
GRILL ROOM.

SNACK BAR.

Oo/iace J+u/mom &- VOIMA^
TURNER LAYTON
N

Ev'rything I Love 
I hate you, Darling

MONTE REY

Always in my Heart
One more Kiss

:}

FB 2838

:}

FB 2842

CARROLL GIBBONS
and The Savoy Hotel Orpheans

Ev'rything I Love 
A Iways in my Heart
Where in the World
Three little Sisters

FB 2843
FB 2844

. . . at the Piano

Stardust; When day isdone
PHILHARMONIA STRING QUARTET

Schubert—Quartet in D Minor,
No. 14 ("Death and the Maiden")
DX 108992

ROYAL MARINES ORCHESTRA
Conducted by Capt. F. V, Dunn

The Skaters Waltz
Estudiantina Waltz

 \ D B 2087
J

RAWICZ AND LANDAUER

:}

Knightsbridge March
SceneduBal EricCoates

FB 2839

VICTOR SILVESTER
and his Ballroom Orchestra

The First Waltz
Ev'rything I Love
Somebody cares
You ; The Love



about'
Nest 

FB 2845
FB 2846

NAT GONELLA
and his New Georgians

Waittillthe Sun Shines, Nellie ; I 'll
always be in love with You FB 2847

DB 2088

FELIX MENDELSSOHN

DAVID LLOYD

and his Hawaiian Serenaders

The Vale of Mont~l
 DB 2089
Marie; Foryou Alone J

Hawaiian Memories (No. 2)
FB 2840

Coii
THE

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE

COMPANY

LIMITED. HAYES. MIDDLESEX

REPLACE TUBES
(Owing to metal shortage.)

But nothing can replace the
OLIVE OIL SHAVE
The metal that used to make its tubes is now
helping to win the war. But though it must now he
packed in a different container, you will find that
Palmolive is still the same olive oil shaving cream.
Multiplies itself250 times in lather. Softens the beard in one minute.
Maintains its creamy fulnessfor at least 10 minutes. Its strong
bubbles hold bristles erect for shaving. Its olive oil content
braces and tones the skin.
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MALTING
by PRIVATE C. P. NASH.
It is not inappropriate that a regimental magazine should
contain an article of this nature, and during a local tour of
the hopfields recently my host and guide gave me the data
from which I write of an interesting industry.
Malting became an organized industry in England early
in the eighteenth century, and up to that time was carried
on spasmodically and looked on as a domestic art. The
majority of large country houses at that time had .their own
small brewery and cellar in which the necessary malt was
made, with a roughly constructed kiln for drying and curing
the malt. As part of the farm buildings on at least one farm
in the villages of the graingrowing counties, there would be
a small malthouse. Every publican in those days brewed his
own beer, and it] was not until a much later date that the
general brewer—the brewer, that is, to whom private indi
viduals brought their own malt and hops for him to brew
into beer for them—came into existence.
As the years went on the more skilful of the brewers be
came known, so that the demand for their beers spread be
yond their own local neighbourhoods. This meant that tho
brewer had to find the capital required to brew from his own
materials—the money was generally found by the maltster.
The maltster was often a farmer or a miller, as well as a
maltster, and was a man of some substance and standing
who sold his product to the brewer, giving long credit and
making a good profit.
The malting process in those days was carried out by
recognised methods, and very little was known of the changes
in the grain which take place during the processing. In prac
tice, however, it was found th9,t the best beer was brewed
from certain district maltsters—and it resolved itself largely
into a question of the maltster being a good judge of bar
ley; until science found its way eventually into the industry.
Transport in those days was the greatest difficulty, for
of course there were no railways, so breweries were generally
started by keepers of publichouses in their own neighbour
hood, and close to a river or canal, if possible. The maltster
built his malthouses within easy cartage distance of the
land which experience had taught him grew barley of the
type most suitable for making malt, and this land was of
either chalk or limestone subsoil. As transport was such a
necessity to success malthouses were always built adjacent
to a river or canal, which enabled the rural maltster to de
liver the malt .to the urban brewer.
The State took a hand in the matter early in the history of
the malting industry, and decided that the industry was a suit
able means of raising revenue, and decreed that malt could
only be made under licence. The maltster, therefore, had to
pay an Excise duty on each quarter (eight bushels) of malt
produced. This taxation continued until 1880, when the grain
growing farmers persuaded Gladstone, the Prime Minister, to
abolish the malt tax and to substitute for it a tax on beer.
His arrangement with the brewers provided the brewers with
what was known as the "free mash tun"—in other words,
it gave the brewers a free hand in their choice of the mater
ials from which they might produce beer. In those days the
tax on beer amounted to 6/3 per standard barrel, while to
day it amounts to about 80/ for a lower gravity!
Malting was rigidly prescribed by Excise regulations un
der the supervision of an officer during the long time the
malt tax was in force, but since those days great strides have
been made in scientific knowledge as to what is needed in
brewing material for the production of various types of beers.
So the uptodate maltster knows how the grain changes
during the process of malting, and also what types of barley
to buy and the requisite treatment in the malthouse, so as
to give the critical brewer of malt what he requires. Every
reputable maltster today has one or more analysts working
in a laboratory analysing each unit; of malt produced and
grading it accordingly. Much splendid work has been done
by research chemists, universities and institutions along these
lines.
New types of barley have been introduced in recent
years by plant breeders, which have done much for farmers
"and maltsters in giving a greater yield in grain per acre to
the farmer and better results in the malthouse and brewery
to the brewer.
»
Rapid progress in the means of transport has been in
accordance with the methods of malting and brewing, and
today it is no longer necessary for maltings (malthouses)

to be situated near a river or canal. More than half the trans
port in and out of maltings is done by road. The presentday
farmer instead of delivering his barley to the nearest malt
ing expects the maltster to fetch his barley off the farm in
motorlorries.
It is essential to deliver malt as quickly as possible as
it contains only 1 per cent, of moisture, and it is therefore
highly sensitive to exposure to the moisture of the atmos
phere. Motor transport today gives the most rapid means of
transit for perishable goods, and is the general method used
by maltsters for delivering their malt.
The modern malthouse is a large building with the stor
age capacity most conveniently arranged for both barley and
malt, and with laboursaving machinery for graincleaning.
Hygienic conditions are provided for, but the main methods
of malting have altered very little in the last 50 years. It is
still possible to produce excellent malt from an oldfashioned
malting provided that the kiln and maltstorage are upto
date. However modern the plant and laboratory equipment
are, it is a proved fact that reliable malt cannot be produced
unless tbe raw material—barley—is selected and graded with
the skill which is the result of long experience.
Today the brewing industry in this country is composed
of a comparatively small number of financial
corporations
with an immense capital, owning between them nearly all
the publichouses in the country, instead of a large number
of small concerns as was formerly the case. Tho malting in
dustry has undergone a corresponding change, as was in
evitable under the existing conditions, in consequence of
modern scientific requirements, but the amount of capital
involved is small compared with that of the brewing trade.
The malting industry is composed of two sections. Half
of the maltings are worked and owned by the brewers and
distillers, with their maltings situated near the brewery or
distillery, producing malt solely for the owners' consumption,
while the other half are owned by maltsters who produce
malt for sale to brewers of beer and stout, to vinegar con
cerns, and manufacturers of malt foods for invalids and chil
dren, and other malt products.
Kent lias always been one of the premier counties grow
ing hops and barley for the brewing industry, and nowadays
the leading brewers own most of the hopfields, employing
family pickers, mostly from London, whose relatives have
been doing the same work for a considerable time, and whose
skill in picking has been handed down as a family heritage.


A young subaltern named Noah was in his most sentimental
mood, and was composing a letter to his sweetheart.
"Dearest Lynette," he wrote, "I would swim the mighty
ocean for one glance from your dear eyes. I would walk through
a wall of flames
for one touch of your tiny hands. I would
leap the wildest stream in the world for a word from your
lovely lips — your own Noah."
>
P.S.—*T will be over on Sunday night if it doesn't rain."
Wife: "I have used up my fat ration this week, darling,
so I can't make any more cakes".
Husband : "That's all right, dear. After all, you can't
make bricks without straw."

EYES RIGHT
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THE THIRD YEAR OF WAR
The accession of Japan to the ranks of our enemies in
December, 1940, placed upon the British Army a new ancl
onerous task, for which, in view of other heavy demands upon
it elsewhere, only partial and inadequate preparations could
be made beforehand. The consequent entry into war of the
United States, with her enormous potential resources, called
for intensification of Allied training and preliminary effort,
with the ultimate purpose of an intervention on the Con
tinent of Europe, which hitherto had not seemed an imme
diate or even remotely foreseeable possibility. While prepar
ing for this eventual offensive in the West, .the Army had to
maintain its positions in the Middle East. It had also, as far
as possible, to minimise the inevitable initial successes of the
Japanese in the Far East, so as to preserve essential bases and
lines of communication from which to launch an ultimate
counteroffensive there also, at the time—probably still far
distant—when the superior resources of the antiAxis Powers
could be made available for use in that area. The distribu
tion of our existing military resources between these widely
separated theatres of war, with their long and often pre
carious lines of intercommunication, was in itself a vast and
complicated problem.
In the Far East we had as far as possible to safeguard our
selves against three main dangers: the severance of communi
cations between China and her Allied sources of supply; the
cutting of Australia from the United States, an'd the occupa
tion of Japan in the Southwest Pacific of all Allied terri
tory in the Southwest Pacific that could serve as a base for
our eventual counteroffensive against her; and the advance
of Japan thence westwards, threatening India, Ceylon an'd
the Allied lines of supply across the Indian Ocean to the
Middle East and to Russia. The possibility of Japan joining
forces across Egypt with her European partners might seem
remote, but that she would afford them indirect assistance
by an attack on Russia's maritime provinces in the Far East
was, and still remains, a real danger. The first cf these possi
bilities could not be averted by1 the weak forces of the British
Army in the Far East. Hong Kong fell after a short siege; our
troops in Malaya, after fighting
for nearly two months a series
ol stubborn rearguard actions under great difficulties against
superior air and ground attacks, were pressed back through
the 450 mile length of the peninsula and compelled to cross
into the fortified island of Singapore, the defences cf which
on the island side were weaker than elsewhere. Reinforce
ments sent there at the last mement did not avail to save
the place from capitulation in midFebruary, before a heavy
attack supported by large air forces which combined with
tlie exhaustion of the garrison's supplies of fcod and fresh
water rendered prolonged resistance impossible.
Within a
month the Dutch islands of Sumatra and Java, in the un
availing defence of which small bodies of British and Aus
tralian troops took part, had also been overrun.
Meanwhile a hostile offensive ha'd been launched in
Burma.
British and Indian forces, aided by a Chinese
auxiliary corps, again had to carry out a fighting
retreat
over the whole length of the country, 500 miles from the sea
in the south to the Indian frontier in the north.
The
Japanese objects were to cut the Burma road into China
and to deprive us of another possible base for a counter
offensive. Though more than once threatened with destruc
tion on the Sittang, at Pegu, and at Prome, our troops fought
their way out of danger each time, but they could not halt
the hostile advance, and after suffering heavy losses and
severance from their Chinese allies, were forced to make their
way back across the mountains into Assam, leaving Burma
and its road to China to the enemy. Henceforward China was
entirely cut off from supplies from her Allies, except for
such small quantities as could be sent her by air.
In the same six months Japan had also managed to
destroy the United States forces in the Philippines, and had
overrun that group of islands and most of the others in the
Southwest Pacific. But we had gained the necessary time
to strengthen the defences of Australia, New Zealand, India
and Ceylon, and Japan has not so far succeeded in launching
any serious attack on these vital areas.
Our occupation of
the French island of Madagascar has also deprived her of a
possible base of activity in the western portion of the Indian
Ocean, from whicih she could have gravely endangered our sea
borne supplies for the Middle East and Russia, had she not
been forestalled by our timely action.
In the Middle East the story of the year has been one

of high hopes, partial success, and a final
setback, which has
brought the enemy within 60 miles of Alexandria and placed
the Suez Canal in peril. A strong hostile attempt to break
through this last line of our defence has however been foiled,
and although the position here is uneasy and must remain
so while our Eighth Army is covering Egypt at so short a dis
tance, our chances cf permanently holding the peril at arms'
length seems reasonably good.
We were the first to take the offensive in Libya in Novem
ber, 1941, and though we had more tanks and guns, the
numerial superiority at Rommel's disposal and the better
quality of his heavier tanks deprived us of the full success
which more than once during the battle seemed to be
within our grasp. The Axis army was not cut off or destroyed,
but it was forced back from its positions on the Egyptian
frontier, with the loss of the garrisons of these positions, and
compelled to retire right across Cyrenaica and Tripolitanla
with heavy casualties in men, tanks, guns and aircraft.
We
were unable to press it back beyond El Agheila, for our forces
too were much weakened and exhausted, and their long line
of communications was heavily strained. It had been a defi
nite but incomplete victory, and though our territorial gains
had been great, they soon proved to be elusive.
Our ad
vanced forces could not hold the forward positions that they
had reached in face of a counterattack by Rommel, who had
received reinforcements, and by midFebruary he had pushed
us back half way across Cyrenaica to the Gazala area, where
the position was finally
stabilized for three months.
At the end of May the enemy attacked again, but his
fierce onslaught was heavily repulsed, and it was with diffi
culty that he was able to renew it.
A series of tank and
artillery battles followed, but serious losses in our armoured
forces in one unfortunate action on June 13th necessitated
our abandonment of the battlefield. It was hoped that we
coul'd, as we had done before, retain Tobruk and stand fast
on the frontier, but Rommel, by a surprise attack in force
before the defenders could settle themselves in, captured the
port, with all its garrison, and the Eighth Army, thus gravely
weakened, had to continue its retreat across the frontier past
Mersa Matruh and could only halt and stand again about El
Alamein, 60 miles west of Alexandria. The Axis forces
vigorously attacked this strong position, but after breaking
into it were driven out again. Here once more the situation
was stabilised an'd. despite occasional attacks on a small and
large scale by both sides, so it still remains. The latest Axis
offensive, a serious one delivered in full strength, had already
proved a costly failure before it was called off by Rommel.
Meanwhile the greater part of the Army, which is still
stationed in Britain, has been passing over from defensive to
offensive preparations and training, so as to convert these
islands into a base for operations against; the Axis in conjunc
tion with the American troops now arriving here in large
numbers. Manpower problems have been dealt with in co
operation with the Ministry of Labour, and it is agreed that
the Army shall now get a state'd monthly quota of recruits;
additional age groups are being called up to provide these
and registration has now been extended to the 1924 class;
those of
1923 and 1900 are being called up, and the 1893
class will shortly become liable fcr service. Ages of reserva
tion in most trades are also being raised at the rate of one
year every month, commencing from December, 1941.
Recruits, instead of being sent direct to regimental
depots, as hitherto, are now given a basic preliminary train
ing identical for all arms, combined with special tests de
signed to discover any special bent or aptitude which could
find useful scope in one or other branch of the service. The
static defence units and formations are also being combed
so as to release the maximum personnel that can be made
available for transfer to units earmarked for active service
overseas. A.T.S. are being increasingly employed at A.A. gun
and searchlight positions, and some of these, together with
coast defence strongpoints, are being handed over to be
manned by the Home Guard.
Home Guard organisation and training are being steadily
improved, and the introduction of compulsory service has
filled up the gaps in its ranks. Ample equipment in the force of
weapons and transport is also being provided, and numerous
exercises in conjunction with regular troops are being carried
out with great benefit to all concerned.
The Field Army now has its full complement of the best
and latest weapons and vehicles, the provision of which has
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much enhanced its hitting pcwer and mobility. Versatility
in training is
being sought after an'd extended, and
battle schools all over the country have installed into it a
valuable spirit of realism and urgency. Field exercises, often
carried out under severe conditions of hardship, have proved
most useful.
Largescale raids in the enemy occupied coast line,
formerly the speciality of Commando troops, are now being
carried out by picked units of the Field Army as well.
Em
barkation drill, the use of tank landing craft and attacks
from assault boats are regularly practised by all units sta
tioned at or near places where the necessary facilities can be
provided. Special service formations and airborne units are
also growing in numbers and efficiency.
Raids have been carried out during the past year on the
Lofoten Islands, Vaagso, Bruneval, St. Nazaire, Boulogne
(twice), and Dieppe, and in all useful results were achieved,
though not of course without casualties, sometimes heavy
ones.
Thus, though the Army in Britain lias net yet seen
action on a major scale, it is energetically and successfully
preparing itself to give of its best when the time for such
action comes.



Old Comrades' Correspondence
QUEEN'S

OWN

SOCIAL

CLUB,

DEPTFORD

OBITUARY.
It is with deep regret that we have to announce the
death — after a long illness — of an old and wellknown
member of the Club and Past and Present Association, Mr.
Sidney F. Bolton, who died in Lewisham Hospital, at the
age of 74, on September 17th. The late Mr. Bolton was an
old 1st Battalion man, and served on the North West Frontier
in 1897.
The funeral took place at Hither Green Cemetery on
September 21st. The Past and Present Association ana The
Queen's Own Social Club were represented by Messrs. T.
Kinnersiey and Paddy Doyle. Among the floral
tributes were
a cross from the Parent Association and wreath from his
comrades at Deptford. He will be greatly missed by us at
our meetings.
MEETING.
The Club held its usual monthly meeting at the Brown
Bear, High Street, Deptford, on Sunday, October 4th, Mr.
W. Snell being in the chair. It gave us great pleasure to
have with us on this occasion two old comrades of the pre1914
2nd Battalion, in the persons of Mr. A. H. Medhurst, now
Lieut., Home Guard, who came up from Hastings to spend
an hour with us, and Mr. Benwell, of the Gravesend Branch,
who did likewise. Mr. Benwell tells us that the Gravesend
Branch still hold fortnightly meetings, which is indeed good
news. What about it, Gravesend, can't you let the world
know about these meetings through the medium of the Q.O.G.?

BIRTHS AND DEATHS
BIRTH.
JOHNSON—On Sept. 29th, 1942. at Elmhurst Nursing Home,
Bexley, Kent, to Freda (nee Cleatorj, wue cf Major A. C.
Johnson, The Royal West Kent Regiment, a 'daughter
(Rosemary Ann).
DEATH.
FRASER—In September, 1942, killed in action in Madagascar,
Raymond Kenneth Joseph Fraser ("Bin"), Queen's Own
Royal West Kent Regiiment. serving with the King's African
Rifles, beloved youngest son of Cecil and Nora Fraser, of
Uplands, Bentley, Ipswich, aged 22.
IN MEMORIAM.
ELLIOTT—In proud and treasured memory of a very dear son
and brother and gallant soldier, 2nd Lieut. John David
de la Cour Elliott, 8th K.R.I. Hussars (joined Royal West
Kent Regiment, August. 1939), killed in action. Libya,
May, 1942.



CONTEMPORARIES
The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
contemporaries:—
The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette.
St. George's Gazette.
The Green Howards Gazette.
The Dragon.
The Kent Messenger.
British Legion Journal.
The Tank.
The Royal Army Service Corps.
The Sapper.
The Snapper.
The Globe and Laurel.
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A. J. SLATOR,
39 SANDLING ROAD, MAIDSTONE
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and Glass, Brushes and Brooms,
Paints and Varnishes, Garden
Tools, etc.
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NEXT MEETING.
Our next meeting will be held on Sunday, November 1st,
at 12 noon, at the Brown Bear. Will members please make a
strong effort to turn up to give a welcome to Major Bredon
and members of the London Branch, who are paying us a
visit on that date. Major B. has promised to bring along
another wellknown senior officer of the old Regiment — so
roll up!

BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.

AND FINALLY.
Greetings to all our comrades Past and Present wherever
they may be.
PADDY DOYLE.

4
The wife of a soldier serving in 'Hie Queen's Own Royal
West Kent Regiment writes:
"Will the person who kindly took my handbag at the
Corn Exchange please have heart enough to return the
treasured photographs of my husband. My allowance book,
coupons, and identity card can perhaps be replaced in time,
but I cannot have replaced those little things of his (he
is now serving in Middle East). I would be very grateful
if you, whoever you are, would return these with that last
message of his."
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